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YOUR CTSA NEEDS YOU!
Are we on our way? The answer to this interrogation is as it should be, defin
itely positive. Interest in the enrollment of over six thousand teachers in the
CTSA membership is growing rapidly. Throughout the month of September,
October, and ovember it is expected that every teacher who has a deep professional
-oride will become a member of his association. Principals and college faculties
are accepting the challenge to enroll every teacher.
Those who failed to join and support the CTSA have made laborers of their
fellow teachers, who have been active in our association, more difficult for the
improvement of education and for the improvement of teacher welfare.
Hence, your association needs you. You need the CTSA because you want to be
professional. If you teach, you are a part of our profession. Few teachers want
to be called educational "hitchhikers." You must assume your professional re
sponsibility to your professional organization. Personally, if I disapproved of
certain policies of the CTSA, I would join in order that I might express my dis
approval and fight for improved changes. The true teacher takes pride in his
profession and seeks to make it one that will gain the respect of others.
The attainment of a 100% statewide CTSA membership goal will increase the
prestige of the teaching profession in our State. It will bring a realization that we
-teachers-in Texas are a mighty force.
We must work as one for the interest of the children of our State. We can
do that best as a united force, working under the leadership provided by a strong
State Education Association. Your CTSA needs you, now!

•

PLACEMENT SERVICE
Your State Association is offering a new service to the members. Acting
upon the recommendation of the Executive Committee, the secretary started a
placement service for teachers. This service should be profitable to teachers as
well as to superintendents and. principals who need and want qualified tea.chers. ,
Although the service has been available only a few months, it has been help
ful to a number of teachers who had not found employment for the present school
year. Requests from principals have been received for teachers. The greatest num
ber of requests for teachers has come for elementary teachers; however it is at
this level that we find the supply very low.
The need for many more elementary teachers for public schools should make
college advisers more alert to directing some of our graduates to this field.
Make use of your Placement Service.
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BISHOP HALL-This Dormitory for Women Students at
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ment. It is an Inspiration to Negro Womanhood.
,.
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HICHtfCHfS ON l'BXJS' NBW
PUBllt' St'HOOt PllOC/lJK
It is the purpose of these miscellan
eous observations to emphasize and clar
ify certain significant phases of the Gil
mer-Aikin school program, as a means of
implementing their effectuation.

f •

A temporary state organization was
formed, immediately following the en
actment of the three Gilmer-Aikin School
Bills into law, to put the new program
into operation, pending the election of
a ' twenty-one (21) member State Board
of Education and its appointment of a
State Commissioner of Education, who
wiil serve as its executive agent. Leader
ship in the direction of the preliminaries
involved was assigned to State Auditor
Cavness; and a state-wide campaign of
education was conducted to enable pub
lic school officials to open the schools
in September under the new law. It
seems that a good job was done.

* * *
The major objective of the new school
program is that of guaranteeing "to
each child of school age in Texas" oppor, tunity for nine (9) full months of free
school service annually for a period of
twelve (12) years. This is known as the
Minimum Foundation School Program,
and represents the highest form of dem
ocratic action.
* * *
The Minimum Foundation School Pro
gram represents an expansion and en
richment of the twelve-year program
of studies nnd professional services as
they are provided at present in the in
adequately financed independent school
districts in the State. Its full effectua-

By
President Joseph J. Rhoads
tion will provide classroom teachers,
vocational teachers, librarians, school
nurses, visiting teache1·s, itinerant teach
ers, teachers for exceptional children,
music teachers, counsellors, supervisors
and principals. It places timely emphasis
on specialists in education.
*

The necessity of providing vast sums
in new revenue for school purposes, on
an equitable state-wide basis, under the
provisions of the "economic index," will
effect improvements in our indiscrimi
nate methods of assessing taxes and force
the issue of prompt full tax payments.
Already surveys are in progress to as
certain the facts upon which to base ad
equate procedures.

* * *
A staff auditor will be retained by the
State Board of Education to audit school
accounts annually, and more often when
and where necessary. Under this pro
vision school funds will be rigidly safe
guarded; and irregularities in the ad
ministration of teachers' contracts and
salaries, and other items in school bud
gets, will be exposed and the responsi
ble parties punished.
This is the first time in the history
of the State that auditors have been en
gaged to serve public education on a
state-wide basis.
In deference to the provisions of the
State Constitution the new law provides

that the .white and Negro races shall at
tend separate schools. Too, it provides
that state funds shall be so distributed
"that opportunity for having a Minimum
Foundation School Program will be equal
in each system and between the races."
This, I think, is the first legal defini
tion we have had of racial equality in
segregated education, in terms of the
equitable allotment of funds. It should
simplify any legal action we may be
forced to take in the future against ra
cial discrimination in the public schools
of the State.

* * *
The allotment of professional person
nel and services to a given school dis
trict is based upon the average daily
attendance of that district for the pre
ceding school year, "separate for whites
and separate for Negroes;" and the al
lotment based upon the attendance of
whites will be utilized exclusively in
white schools, and the allotments based
upon the attendance of Negroes will be
utilized exclusively in Negro schools.
Here again we have a legal definition ·
of racial equality in segregated educa
tion, but this time it is stated in terms
of the equitable distribution of profes
sional personnel and services, based on
daily average school attendµnce.
* * *
The law is meticulous in its insistence
upon "separate equality."

* * *
The two races are considered collec
tively in three connections; namely, (1)
in determining the scholastic population
• Turn to Paqe 20
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During the past several years our
colleges have offered courses in guid
ance both on the graduate and the under
graduate level. Workshops and institutes
have made teachers and administrators
aware of the possibilities of the guidance
program. But without a full-time counsel
lor on the faculty, most schools have
found it difficult to execute a guidance
program.
Unfortunately in many of our schools,
counselling and disciplining are thought
of a synonymous terms, and in others
it is thought that guidance applies only
to vocations.
At Wheatley High School, Houston,
Texas, Dr. John E. Codwell, Principal,
a practical program using part-time
counsellors has been in operation some
eight years or more with improvements
being made from time to time.
At the top of the program stand the
principal, the vice-principal, and the dean
of girls. Then there are chairmen on each
grade level, a man and a woman for
boys and girls respectively for the 12th,
11th, 10th, 9th, 8th and 7th grades. These
counsellors have from one to two hours
each day which each dovotes to guidance
duties.
Du1~ing the past year, two rooms were
fitted out for their use. This itself was
a feat because Wheatley is so crowded
that almost a third of its more than
ninety teachers float from room to room
dm·ing the day. But two small rooms,
formerly used as store-rooms were con
verted into home-like living rooms and
made to create an atmosphere of com
fort and confidence. During each hour of
the day, a part-time counsellor is on
duty to give attention to such problems
as may arise. The classroom teacher, at
the base of this program, is the most im
portant factor in it.
Behavior problems do not comprise the
bulk of thes-e counsellors' work. Guidance
in course selections, employment prob
lems, personality adjustments, irregular
and unpunctual attendance come in for
a large share of attention.
Because records are of inestimable
value in the guidance program, Wheatley
is building up a system of records. A
questionnaire covering personal age
grade data and giving insight into socio
ec~nomic home conditions is on file for
FOUR

Ellie A. Walls, President
each pupil registered in the school. This
questionnaire is placed in a Manilla fold
er in which accrues the record of the
pupil from the time he enters the school
until he graduates or withdraws.
Let us take a case to illustrate. A
neighbor telephones a teacher and reports
a fight in which two Wheatley girls
were engaged on the way ' home from
school. The teacher transmits the report
to the dean of girls. The dean fills out
in duplicate a report form and sends a
copy to the homeroom teacher and a
copy to the counsellor on the grade level
of one or both of the girls involved.
The counsellor asks the homeroom
teacher to have the girl come to the
counselling room at a certain hour.
Meanwhile the counsellor endeavors to
get to the room long enough ahead of
the girl to consult her folder before she

arrives. Upon arrival of the girl, in a
friendly, tackful manner, the counsellor
gets basic information about the partici
pants, witnesses, time and place. She then
proceeds with interviewing and such
other techniques as may be at hand.
Such a case may take several hours or
several days. It may necessitate calling
into conference the parents of the two
girls. If the counsellor can effect a
suitable adjustment, she does so, stipu
lating certain follow-up activities for the
girls. If a solution is not as simple as
that, then the dean of girls and the
principal are consulted on the matter.
Another and frequent type of case is
that which involves employment. A boy
comes in and throws his books down on
the teachers desk and bravely announces
that he has quit school to help support
his mother and younger sisters and
brothers. He thinks he is skillfully hid
ing his true feeling in the matter, but

,.
The_ counsellor in student guidance for girls at Phillis Wheatley High School are seated left
to nght: Mrs. C. S. Milligan, Mrs. E. A. Walls, and Mrs. M. V. White. Standing left to right:
~P~ F. McGruder, Mrs. M. M. Benton, Mrs. Cunningham, dean of girls, and MiBB Eunice

........__,,_._._
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To The Key Workers And Collectors Of The Colored
Teachers Association Of Texas
I take pride in greeting you again in the capacity
of chairman of the Membership and Finance Committee
of the Association. In brief our job, or big business, is
to register the teachers of the State. Let each one he
proud of his contribution to this cause.
The fact that the Gilmer-Aikin Bill suggests higher
and more recent qualifications for the teachers prepares
them to sense the necessity for greater mass cooperation
I think therefore that you will meet a more general
response this year than formerly. We have registered
progress every year; we must continue to do that. I do
like the spirit with which you go about this work-in
short you are an inspiration to me.
Your attention is also being called to the fact that
our salaries have been substantially increased. In many
cases they have been doubled and trebled. We are an
able group of workers now; we are strong; we do not have
to apologize for being what we are-TEACHERS. We
can paddle our own canoe. I therefore commission you
to play hall as you have never played before-home runs
in the game are interpreted to he 100% enrollments. Do
your best-let us build a strong, vigorous institution.
May God bless and sustain each and everyone as he goes
into every corner of the State to contact and register
the teacher detects the quiver in his
voice and the disappointment in his eye
and knows that he does not want to quit
school.
Wheatley has an employment commit
tee of which the teacher of distributive
education, three counsellors, a vocation
al teacher, and the registrar are mem
bers. It is very seldom that this com
mittee has not been able to find some
help for a boy thus distressed. In one
case six teachers gave a boy yard work
for five school days and on Saturday
by which means he received enough in
come to hold things together until he
got a part-time job in a chain grocery
store. Then his schedule was lightened
and he was able to complete the years
work in school.
Cases involving correction in course
sequences, maladjustment at home, too
much extra-curricular activities, and girl
boy problems are encountered in the
day's work.
In the way of orientation, education,
and prevention, audio-visual aids are
used for large groups. Choosing a vo
cation, health problems, good manners
are among the topics covered during the
past year.
The twelfth grade conducted four or
more parent-student forums at night in
the school auditorium, and also had ap
propriate parties for special days such
as Halloween and Christmas during the
1948-1949 regular term.

every teacher. Be a Jackie Robinson in your field; be
among the first to register your full staff.
Your official receipt hooks have been sent to you.

If not they will he sent soon. If and when they reach
you please fill them out properly as suggested in the
notice sent out. Be sure to make the receipts in duplicate
when registering teachers; give the white copy to the
teacher registering; leave the colored copy in the receipt
hook. When you shall have finished registering all
teachers and prospective teachers in your community
please send the money ( check is better if it stands up )
and the receipt hook to Mrs. Hazel Harvey Peace, 1103
t~ast Terrell Street, Fort Worth 3, Texas.

If for any reason you do not use the hook sent to you
please return it to me. If you ne~d additional receipt
books or wish to know anything about this division of
the Association do not hesitate to drop me a postal card.
My address is 2415 Dowling Street, Houston 4, Texas.
I am keenly interested in this project.

Helpful in the general program of
guidance at Wheatley are the Student
Council, the Fire Patrol, the Traffic
Patrol, and branches of the character
building organizations in the school.
Other student organizations serving
smaller groups are also cooperative.
Under the provisions of the Gilmer-

Most Cordially,
W. L. D. Johnson, Chairman,
Membership and Finance Committee
Aikin Bill, full-time counsellors are a
part of the special service personnel in a
minimum standard set-up. It is hoped
that every school principal will acquaint
himself with the provisions and that
more teachers will qualify for this type
of service.

The counsellors in student guidance for boys at Phillis Wheatley High School. Houston, are

seated left to right: Messrs S. W. Prince, S. E. Purnell, Robert Wilson. A. J. Olivier. and C. A.
Ladner: standing, H. G. Reynolds and Vlc•Princlpal WlWam Moore.
FIVE
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Inter-Cultural Education In
The Social Sciences
I. Introduction
The Social Sciences play a great role
in a program of inter-group education.
This paper outlines but one possible
approach whereby social scientists, other
educators and community leaders may
tackle the paramount problem of our
times. That problem is the serious and
simultaneous teaching and p ractice of
democratic human relations among in
dividuals and groups in ev-ery sphere
of local, regional, national, and global
living. It involves the realization that in
dividuals, groups and even nations have
common problems, that they could de
velop understanding and techniques for
their solution and that resulting insti
tutions would integrate individuals with
out regard to any differences such as
race or color or creed.
This brief paper has several aims: (1)
to sketch education as an instrument
to foster citizenship for a better nation
and a better world; (2) to describe some
of the methods of intercultural educa
tion; (3) to set forth the task of teach
ers of social studies in a program of
inter-group education; ( 4) to indicate
how inter-cultural education and the so
cial sciences may contribute to social
change and social betterment.
The scope of the topic is general, but
will include some of the practices in the
social studies and the social sciences on
three levels. In another paper the writer
will describe specific programs in specific
institutions or communities. However,
many specific programs appear in the
literature of inter-group education. It is
increasingly evident that Negro social
science teachers or white teachers in seg
regated schools and colleges have a tre
mendous problem and a unique opportuni
ty in trying to teach their insulated pu
pils interculturally.

B. Methods and Materials
The methods employed were meant to
be varied and intricate. Through ques
tionnaires, schedules, case studies, field
trips the writer sought the a pproaches,
aims, methods, devices, materials, phil
osophies of social science teachers in
various schools and communities. Such
data will be used in workships and lec
tuTes. The main materials here arose
through the collection and scrutiny of
printed sources in which conceptualiza
tion and experimentation with interculSIX

By
DR. SAMUEL E. WARREN, Chairman
The Division of Social Science
and Education
Texas State University for Negroes
Houston, Texas

15. Our Evolving Civilization: An In
troduction to Geo-Pacifies by Grif
fith Taylor.

16. One World by Wendell Willkie.
17. Freedom is more than a Word, by
Marshall Field.

C. Definition of Terms
tural processes a nd products were set
forth in detail, such as:
1. Americans/ All: Studies in Intercul

tural Education. The Department of
Supervisors and Directors 1942
Yearbook, published by the N. E. A.

2. Democratic H u m a n Relations:
Promising Practices in Inter-Cul
tural Education in the Social Stud
ies, The Seventh Yearbook of the
National Council for Social Studies,
edited by Hilda Taba and William
Van Til.
3. Inter-Cultural Education in Ameri
can Schools: Proposed Objectives
and Methods by William E. Vickery
and Stewart G. Cole.
4. One America: The History,, Contri
butions, and Present Problems of
our Racial and Religious Minorities
by F. J . Brown and J. S. Roucek.

5. Build Together America: Adven
tures in Inter-Cultural Education
by Rachel Davis Du Bois.
6. Democracy's Children: A Practical
Approach to Inter-Cultural Educa
tion by Ethel Duncan.

7. Dynamics of Learning: A Radical
Departure from Tradition by Nath
aniel Cantor.
8. Audio-Visual Methods in Teaching
by Edgar Dale (Dryden Press)).
9. Into the Main Stream: A survey of
the Rest Practices in Race Rela
tions in the South, By Charles S.
Johnson and Associates.
10. Higher Education for American De
mocracy: A Report of the Presi
dent's Committee on Civil Rights.
11. Race, Democracy and Society by

Franz Boaz.
12. Anatomy of Peace, by Emery Reeves
13. The Races of Mankind by Ruth Ben
edict and Gene Woltfish.
14. One Nation by Wallace Stegner and
the Editors of Look.

The definition of "intercultural edu
cation," "integration," "resource-use ed
ucation" and "democratic society" may
help the reader understand certain em
phasis later.
Franz Boaz defines a democratic soc
iety as "one in which civil liberties have
been attained, where not only thought is
free, but where censorship is shunned,
where the actions of the individual are
not restricted as long as they do not in
terfere with the freedom and welfare
of his fellow citizens."(a).
By resource-use education I mean that
approach, methodology and emphasis in
general or specialized education which
achieves by cooperation with other com
munity agencies the full utilization of
the resources (natural, human and so
cial) in such a way as to improve in
struction, learning and living for all
members of the school and community.
By translating the knowledge .of these
resources into community, regional and
interregional movements, groups may
transform their social institutions, train
ing, employment, income, standards of
living and participation in the national
and international community." (b)
By integration(c) I mean the effective
organization and mobilization of educa
tional and community machinery to eli
minate social lags, accentuate·democratic
processes, and solve social problems
growing out of increasingly complex
relationships. Integration means a care
fully coordinated program with person
nel capable of seeing the problems of liv
ing and of learning as a whole, and of
articulating the diverse individuals and
groups in shaping the total program so
as to realize the objectives of democratic
education.
Inter-group and inter-cultural educa
tion adheres in Democratic institutions
and a democratic society in that the ed
ucational program is worked out demo
cratically by and for those who are af
fected. AU share in planning, as well as
promoting, and in selecting, as well as
evaluating.
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Or, as Rachel Davis Du Bois(d) puts
it, "Our goal, like the Kingdom of God,
may never be completely reached on
earth, and yet it is always being reached.
Whenever two or three representatives
of our racial and cultural groups gather
in a spirit of equality to discuss even
an assembly program . . . at that mo
ment our common American culture is
richer; for that moment, the problem
of race and culture conflict is solved." ·
Are teachers and administrators pre
pared to initiate and push such a pro
gram? Is intercultural education a dream
or a most challenging reality? Can in
tercultural experience be quickly provid
ed in workshops or teacher-training cen
ters in spite of traditional educational
barriers?
II. Are Our Schools EnJtaged in Inter
Group and Inter-Cultural Education?
Two views on Education may serve
to put the problem in focus. One is the
position taken by the President's Com
mittee on Higher Education,(e) that ed
ucation can make a better world. The
other is the position taken by Nathaniel
Cantor that education is the handmaid
of reaction.
The President's Commission on Higher
Education recognized several develop
ments in shaping the critical need for
inter-group education: (1) the radical al
teration of inter-personal and inter-group
relations of Americal1s in their work, in
their play and in their duties as citizens
by the diversification of natural re
sources through science ad invention and
the multiplication of new devices and
techniques of production; (2) the infinite
diversity of peoples of this country in
occupation, faiths cultural backgrounds
and the quest for dynamic unity through
a continuous process of inter-personal,
inter-vocational and inter-cultural coop
eration; (3) increased knowledge of the
political, economic and cultural institu
tions of other peoples due to a funda
mental shift in American foreign policy
for traditional isolationism to a new
sense of responsibility in world affairs
and the inescapable obligation of initiat
ing, establishing and supporting the
United Nations and other agencies; and
(4) uncertainties of the future arising
out of the atomic age with ambivalent
promise of tremendous good or tremend
ous harm for mankind.
On the other hand, Nathaniel Can
tor(g) characterizes education as the
handmaid to recreation. Says he: "The
modern world has been plunged into
chaos by the intellectuals, the products
of Western European Culture." It was
not the illiterate peasants and workers
who supported the dictators in Italy,

r
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Japan and Germany but the "leaders in
industry, art, science, literature and phil
osophy." It was they, he contends, who
supported, planned and carried out the
murder of millions of innocent civilians.
He also asserts an illiberality of spirit
in France, England and America which
has not been cleansed by our system
of higher education." This educated lead
ership has allied itself, for the most
part, with the forces of reaction against
democratic progress.
Do the vast majority of students who
pass through the various levels of educa
tion undergo any fundamental changes in
the basic attitudes of childhood and ado
lescence? Cantor says that education does
not help them to outgrow earlier opin
ions. When they become adults, their
spirit is downright indecent in every
area of modern life.
To support his charge that our schools
do not develop democratic ideals, he
calls attention to "screaming, villifying
and brow-beating" Congressmen who stir
up the prejudices of group against group.
He also mentions the economic deadlines
in industry and the professions which
still keep out Jews, Negroes and other
minority persons. Another factor, he
points out, is the malfunctioning of our
economic institutions in supplying the
masses of people with decent food, hous
ing, medical care, recreation and the at
titudes resisting controls in the service
of the underprivileged.
He declares:(i) "I am stating that
something is radically wrong with a
system of education which purports to
train for leadership in a democratic so
ciety, which intends to prepare children
to live as dignified, responsible, coopera
tive citizens in American communities
and which fails miserably in carrying
out its goals."
He admits that our schools and colleges
help prepare students to earn a living
by training them "to read, write, add,
draw designs, build bridges, cultivate the
soil, remove an appendix, litigate a con
tract, repair a radio, preach a sermm~,
build a cabinet, sell shoes or write
a scenario." But he proclaims a mast
difference between earning a good living
(which most people are not), and living
a good life (which most people are not).
Accordingly, being a good doctor, a
good lawyer, a good preacher or even a
good professor is not necessarily an in
dication of a good man or a good citi
zen.
In fact, Cantor claims that our children
do not seem to acquire character, virtue,
wisdom, hope, courage, loyalty, spirit,
goodness, beauty in the homes or school

system. Why? Parents, teachers and stu
dents have been using a false psychology
of teaching and learning. There he would
apply the principles of psychiatry, men
tal hygiene and case work to teaching
and learning. Only that teacher can help
students who can overcome his natural
tendency of wanting students to believe
as he does, who has lived through his
own teaching experiences, and who has
developed his own method. "By subor
dinating himself to the quality and pli
ability of his material, he develops the
requisite understanding and skill." ( 10)
To him the American school system
is one of the most regimented social
structures in American life. The most
common relation of teacher to superior
and of pupil to teacher is that of sub
ordinate to authority. American schools
generally support the status-quo. Hence,
fear of authority, fear of change and
emphasis on individual learning consti
tute dangers to subsequent intelligent
citizenship. What constructive changes
does Cantor suggest?
He says that only those who live dem
ocracy can believe in it. The two st~:-a
the scho•)ls can take to improve educa
tio11 art> : (1) to present realistically its
informatil)n about man and his world;
and c2 ·, to find and educate enough
teachers who, by living dassroom ex
ample, will transmit their faith, as a
way of living, to others."
He says that Professor Harold Rugg
"is the kind of teacher the system must
somehow produce," and concluded: "only
by subordination of machine can we an
swer, 'Education for what?'" "Educa
tion is for the Makin'! of Man."
III. What Are The Aims of Inter-Cultu
ral Education?
Social Science teachers are usually
willing and prepared to work with other
teachers in realizing the goals of inter
cultural and inter-group education. They
know that inter-cultural education, like
resource-use education, is not a dif
ferent kind of education, "Nor is it an
extra subject," says Ethel Duncan, "to
which we will devote twenty minutes one
day or one assemblv program a term.
It is, rather, a .making use of the op
portunities which arise in every class
room, in pursuit of any subject, for the
development of attitudes of appreciation
and understanding . . . The more com
pletely it is inte;rated ·w ith regular class
room studies, the better."( (1)
Inter-cultural education starts with the
classroom teacher, and classroom pupils
in a school-community situation. As such
it is a "grass-roots movement."(m) Each
·• Turn to Page 14
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Goidanee In The Teaehing Of Reading
By MISS A. C. PRESTON
I must not interfere with any child,
I have been told,

Prairie View A. & M. College

To bend his will to mine, or try to
shape him through some mold

lifting'' of the curriculum has been
brought about by the changing life of
the community, Nation, and the world.
Because of this change, many new em
phases and areas have come into the cur
riculum. These new areas fit the social
life of the postwar world. The following
mentioned areas stand out in particu
lar: (b)

Of thought. Naturally as a flower he
must unfold.
Yet flowers have the discipline of
wind and rain,
And though I know it gives the gardner
much pain,
I've seen him use his pruning shears
to gain
More strength and beauty for some
blossoms bright.
And he would do whatever he thought
right
To save his flowers from a deadening
blight.
I do not know-yet it does seem to me
That only weeds unfold just naturally.(a)
The National Commission on Teacher
Education declares that during the next
ten years the United States will need
1,045,622 elementary teachers and 243,720 high school teachers. It is well to
keep in mind that colleges graduated
35,000 for the high schools and only 20,000 for the elementary, during last year.
The November issue of the National Ed
ucation Association Journal(b) made the
following statement:

Global Relations The war has brought
pupils into intimate contact with all
regions of the world. Librarians re
port that children are demanding books
about the people of the world; how
they live, work, and play; their homes,
food, resources and customs.
Our Ideals and Traditions. Boys and
girls need to know more about Amer
ica. They need to know what it is
and how it came to be. They need to
know America as a beautiful land of
fruitful farms, a land of cities, a land
of factories, a land of great resources
both material and human. Children
need to know America as a land of
many peoples-heroic figures and every
day people, the great men and those
who were not great, people who worked
to make their dreams come true, the
people who built and are building
America.

The most critical need, in our edu
cational system today, is for elemen
tary teachers qualified to provide edu
cation of children in crucial ages from
six through thirteen, when expert
teaching is essential to thi:: child's suc
cess in life.

Advances in A, viation and Science. In
order to live effectively in our post
war world, children need to know about
new developments in aviation, hous
ing, health, safety, weather reporting,
recreation, medicine, television, refrig
eration, conservation, radar, and doz
ens of other topics.

Alice Gay Judd in her poem, "A
Teacher Speaks," as noted above, com
pares the work of a successful teacher
with that of a successful gardener. She
said that she did not know, however, it
did seem to her that only weeds unfold
just naturally. There are many of us
that think as Alice Judd. As elementary
teachers, we compare our tasks with
those of successful gardeners. There's
always need for correcting faulty
growth by using our pruning shears of
guidance, lest the deadening blight over
come our youth.
The war has changed the curriculum
in the elementary school. This "face-

Schools are desperately in need of up
to-date informational reading materials
that are necessary in order to carry out
the new curriculum.
Supposing that all elementary schools
were adequately equipped with up-to-date
informational and other supplementary
reading material, what about the alarm
ingly large number of youngsters who
could read the material? Therefore, be
fore going further into needs for a more
flexible supplementary reading program,
let us unveil some of the problems of
reading today.
According to research studies in the
field of reading as have been made by
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such eminent authoriti-es as E. A. Betts,
A. I. Gates, Edward Dolch, A. J. Harris,
J. M. McCallister, Luella Cole, Bond and
Bond, the general causes of reading dif•
ficulties are as follows:
Poor Learning Capacity. Low general
intelligence, slow mental reactions,
thought processes which are neither
well organized nor logical.
Sensory Defects. Visual defects such as
poor fusion of eyes, poor visual mem
ory or discrimination; defective vil:!ion
as disclosed by telebinocular or other
tests of vision.
Auditory defects as lack of accuracy
in distinguishing between similar
sounds; defective hearing as disclosed
by audiometer tests.
Physical Deficiencies. Susceptibility to
colds, fatigue or contagious diseases,
malnutrition, bad tonsils, adenoids, bad
teeth, poor food habits.
Temperamental, Emotional, Personali
ty Factors. Self-consciousness, timid
ity, dependence on parents or teachers,
excitability, irritability, nervousness,
poor sleep habits, lack of confidence,
avoidance, of social or reading situa
tions.
Poor Home Environment. Little oppor
tunity for reading in the home, eco
nomic insecurity, over-stimulation so
cially, too many home responsibilities,
friction between parents or between
parents and child, little interest in or
understanding of child by parents,
vocabulary very meager, English poor.
Lack of Interest in Reading. Little ex
perience with stories or books. Too
many children have never seen adults
enjoy reading, have not been reared
in a reading environment, have not
discovered that reading may be good
fun.
School Instruction Not Suited to Child.
Systematic instruction was begun be
fore the child had developed the neces
sary "readiness" for learning to read.
Over emphasis on one type of instruc
tion as too much phonics, too little
phonics, wrong type of phonics, too
much oral reading, too much emphasis
upon speed, too little emphasis on
thought reactions.
Inappropriate materials used. Materi-

•
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were too easy to challenge effort,
were so difficult that child became dis
couraged and gave up trying.
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Instruction not individualized. All pu
pils given the same materials, same
assignments, same tests, and moved
forward through the text at the same
rate.
Insufficient variety and amount of
reading material. The supplementary
and library reading materials too in
adequate to establish habits of vol
untary reading in a variety of subject
fields and as a recreational activity.

W. L. D. Johnson Announces
Heliremenl

No provision for gaps in training.
Little individual attention to help child
find himself or to experience continu
ity in work after an absence of a few
days or several weeks from school.
Child expected to go on in the same
group of children who had been in
school continuously.
JI

.
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It is not possible, here, to go into
details by offering suggestions for caring
for the specific types of difficulties
mentioned above. The remainder of this
discussion can only be devoted to guiding
the reading interest of the child.
Books are no substitute for living, but
they can add immeasurably to its rich
ness. When life is absorbing, books can
enhance our sense of its significance.
When Iife is difficult, t~ey can give us
momentary release from trouble or a
new insight into problems, or provide
the rest and refreshment we need. Books
have always been a source of informa
tion, comfort, and pleasure for the peo
ple who know how to use them. This is
just as true for children as for adults.
Indeed, it is particularly true for chil
dren.
In the last few years, writers, ar
tists, and editors have joined forces
to make juvenile books so varied in con
tent and so beautiful to look at that
adults as well as children enjoy them.
The annual output is tremendous, reach
ing in some years more than a thousand
titles. These books, like those for adults,
range from the unreliable and trashy
to books of scrupulous accuracy and per
manent significances. The treasures must
be sought for, but they are there, a
wealth of fine books old and new.
Certain basic needs are common to
most peoples and most times. Children's
needs are at first intensely and narrowly
personal, but as they mature these needs
broaden and become more generously
socialized in proportion to the socializa
tion of the child. As he struggles to
satisfy his needs, he is forever seeking

W. L. D. JOHNSON, Sr.

Professor Johnson who has been con
nected with the Houston Public School
System since 1901 announces his re
tirement from active participation· in the
big business of teaching, effective at
the close of the current school year.
During his stay in the system he has
served at two of the major school cen
ters-seventeen years at Colored High
School (now Booker T. Washington) as
instructor in Science and thirty-one years
as Principal at Blackshear Elementary
School.
He has served under the careful ad
ministration and supervision of five
Superintendents-W. W. Barnett, Paul
Whitfield Horn, R. B. Cousins, Dr. E. E.
Oberholtzer, and Dr. W. E. Moreland.
It is said of him that he has never
been tardy during this long uninterrupt
ed service in the school system; that he·
has lost less than ten days. He believes
in the gospel of work. It is the con
sensus of opinion throughout the state
that he has wrought well in the field of
Education. He says, "If I could start
again at the beginning I would teach."
to maintain the precarious balance be
tween personal happiness and social ap
proval, and that is no easy task. Books
can help him directly and indirectly.
The following may be used as examples:
1. The need for security; material, emo
tional, and spiritual ( Fairy tales-

His early education began in a rural
Community, near Calvert in Robertson
County. His father ordained him to be
a teacher when he was less than six
years of age. Having completed the work
<>f the Grammar School he was able to
enter the state normal school at Prairie
View from which he was graduated three
years later.
He was married to Miss Bessie Mattie
Hollowell of Corpus Christi, April 7,
1907. As a result of this union he has
three children-W. L. D. Johnson, Jr..
Dr. Chas. W. L. Johnson, and Velma
Resselle Johnson-Attwell.
He rereived his B. S. degree from
Prairie View in 1930. He studied in the
graduate school of Colorado State College
o-f Education during- the summers of
1935 and 1937. He was awarded a Master
of Science degree in Education at Pari
l'ie View State College in May 1943.
Since he was not able to attend the
larger Colleges and Universities he de
rided that the next thing to that would
be to associate with the men and women
who did attend. So in order to meet
these leading- lights in Education he reg
istered in the Colored Teachers' State
Association of Texas in 1900 and has at
tended every meeting of that or~aniza
tion since, with one exception-in 1915
it met in Marshall-he was not pre.s ent.
He. is a member of the local Principal's
Council, the Classroom Teachers Asso
ciation, the Association for Childhood
Education, the American Association,
and a Life Member of the following
teachers' organizations: Colored Teach
ers' State Association of Texas, the De
partment of Elementary School Princi
pals of the National Education Associa
tion and a Life Member of the National
Education Association proper.
He is Chairman of the _Membership
and Finance Committee of the Colored
Teachers' State Association of Texas.
He has been the means of inspiring near
ly 6,000 teachers to become substantial
members of the State Organization.
Family stories, such as; Little Wom
en-Life of George Washington Car
ver).
2. The need to belong-to be a part of
a group (Stories about neighborhood
• Tum lo Pac,e 20
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PRESENT DAY CONCEPT
By A. P. WATSO , Chairman
Division of Social Science
Wiley College
We hear a great deal about the world
being topsy tury, but so very few
worthwhile steps are being taken to get
at the root of our social ills. I think
that most of us experts and laymen,
social scientists and social workers, em
ployers and employees, saints and sin
ners, are aware of the ills and know
some of the remedial needs to cure them,
but when it comes to action we run into
a stone wall. The time is not ripe or/and
it is contrary to traditions and customs.
What are the "Time not ripe" doctrinaries doing to ripen the time, and
what are those who are so sticklish about
customs and traditions trying to do for
us? Are we to remain shackled forever
to outmoded traditions and customs?
We still go to the altar and take mar
riage vows that mean nothing; pass laws
by the scores that no one obeys; stand
in temples and synagogues and pray for
our neighbor on Sunday and get behind
closed doors and prey on him the other
six days of the week all in the name of
Christian virtue, let us be reminded.
Physical scientists are completely
changing the physical environment of
man and thereby telling us that new
social values-man's relations to man
are a must if we would survive, but all
to no avail. We continue to twaddle in
council rooms and engage in wishful
thinking.
Let us list a few simple forts of so
rial attempts and see if we ::iren't all
agreed that they could be cured.
1. In our educational attempts we
teach-or we are supposed to teach, that
honesty is the best policy. Yet we see
people of questionable integrity entrench
ed in power, controlling great wealth
and shaping destiny.
2. . Ill our religious attempts we con
fuse ~hurch going with Christianity
thinking that the people who attend
church m-~ st· regularly are the best
Christians. The truth of the matter is
that many of us go to church to see
and/or be seen while still others go in
order to advertise their business. Church
going then may easily become a racket.
It should be distinctly understood that
I am not condemning people who attend
church for I think most of them are sin
cere. But there is no denying the fact
that there may be a great chasm be
tween church goi_1.1.g and the practice of
Christian virtues.
In our marital attempts, we deplore

HUNTSVILLE INDEPENDENT
DISTRICT NEWS

the heavy divorce rate and the number
of broken homes. Yet every inducement
Mrs. Pauline Watkins Campbell
is given to young people to blindly rush
Supervisor
into marriage on sex appeal and equally
as quickly and as thoughtlessly separate
Almost all of the forty teachers in the
after the novelty has worn off. Our Huntsville Independent District schools
schools and colleges offer little or noth
have studied or travel·ed during the
ing in the way of guidance along these
summer. uring the last professional
lines.
meeting held in May, it was cooperative
4. In our homes: we say that a man's
ly decided by the teachers that all of
home is his castle and in which there them would continue to improve them
should be privacy, mutual love and re
s-elves for service in school and com
spect. Now I have never lived in a castle,
munity. This was only one of the im
but I have spent considerable time in pa
portant items acted on during this eval
latial homes. From what I observed in uation conference.
many of them, there was every thing
A number of the teachers studied at
but love and respect. Mechanical de
several of the Texas Colleges and the
vices have turned them into happy hunt
T•exas State University, while Profes
ing ground for high pressure salesmen
sor Scott E. Johnson, Principal of Sam
and false values have about robbed them
Houston High School, studied at the
of the last semblence of love and respect.
University of Colorado and Mrs. Ellen
It is amusing to enter some of these
G. Powell, Home Economics Instructor,
mansions equipped with almost every im
Sam Houston High School, attended a
aginable convenience and luxury and ob
workshop at Hampton Institute.
serve the deep freeze as members con
Mrs." Omelia P. Thomas, fourth grade
trive to appear congenial.
5. In our attempts to evaluate leaders teacher, Sam Houston High School,
we have too often heen carried awav by served as the repres-entative from the
Texas Conference of the Methodist
oratory and a big front. Too often have
Church, Beaumont District, to attend
we mistaken the man who holds a high
the Central Jurisdiction of the School of
position even though he attained to it by
means every so shady, or moved about Missions and Women's Christian Ser
vice, held at the Gulfside Assembly,
in high social iircles with dignity, for
genuine leaders. I recall today how Mrs. Waveland, Mississippi, August 4-14.
X (a lady for whom I worked when I
Mrs. Australia S. Robinson, Principal,
was a small boy) used to hold up as a
Colony School, visited relatives and
model for me a very dignified man in
friends in Los Angeles. She also observed
the community. He was the idol of the
in some of the universities while in the
town-certainly among the ladies. This West.
man wrecked the bank in that city and
Mrs. Dorothy R. Baylor, sev·enth g-rade
spent his last days on earth in federal
teacher, Sam Houston Hi~h, has joined
prison.
her husband in Greensboro, North Caro
Finally, in our attempt to evaluate lina, where he graduated from the A.
nrogress and find happiness we have to
and T. College at the close of the sum
put too much stress on material things.
mer session. They will t•each in the same
We confuse change with progress and
hi!!"h school in a Georgia town during the
speed with success and happiness. We
1949-1950 session. Mrs. Baylor was spon
say that we are making progress by ed
sor of the Y-Teen group and a tireless
ucating everybody, and that we are mak
school and community worker while liv
ing people happy by supplying them
ing in Huntsville and will be missed by
with material goods. In the first case students, parents and co-workers.
it should be noted that education in itself
Teachers from the Independent District
is not enough. For unless it has a con
who
received degrees during the summer
structive goal, education can become a
were: Mrs. Esther H. Bridges, English
powerful agent of destruction. People
can be, and are being educated to hate teacher, Sam Houston High School,
Master's Degree, Prairie Vi•ew A. and M.
as well as love. (Note the Nazis under
College; Mrs. Libbie B. Mickle, third
Hitler). It is today, the educated nations
grade teacher, Sam Houston High School,
which have the most powerful weapons
Bachelor's Degree, Mary Allen College;
of destruction. So unless we think of
Mrs.
Sylvia B. McGown, principal
education in terms of better human re
Phelps
School, Bachelor's Degree, Texas
lationships all our efforts are vain.
College.
The big question is "What are we
going to do about it?"
• Tum to Page 12
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TEXAS' COOPERATIVE COMMUNITY
EDUCATION WORKSHOP
I. THE FIRST ANNUAL SESSION
The cooperatjve. Community Educa
tion Workshop, as a cooperative project
for the Negro Colleges of Texas, had its
inception at Bishop. Plans for its initi
ation were formulated by a joint commi_t
tee representing Bishop College and
Texas College, and the first session was
sponsored by those two institutions · in
the Summer of 1942. The session was
divided into two continuous three-week
periods: the first assigned to the Jack
son School in Smith County; and second,
to the Karnack School in Harrison Coun
ty.
Unique Arrangements
Every accommodation -essential to the
effective conduct of that first session
was provided at those two well-estab
lished rural school centers, including
dormitories, dining equipment and sup
plies, classrooms, transporatiou facili
ties for field trips, and community lab
oratory materials. With the exception
of a few college students, the partici
pants were the faculties of those two
schools.
The Colleges awarded full tuition
board scholarships to the twenty (20) or
more enrollees: "Work Scholarships" if
you pJease, in that all participants were
required to share the labor involved
in the preparation and service of the
meals; and; in that they "balanced" the
total cost equation.
Community-Conscious Institutions
The choice of Texas College as Bish
op's associate in the conduct of the
first Cooperative Community Education
Workshop was not a matter of chance.
Both Bishop and Texas were community
conscious colleges. They had well-de
veloped college-community relations pro
grams. They had in common a strong
devotion to the peculiar nature and needs
of rural East Texas. Each shared the
salary of a capable Jeanes Teacher,
whom it retained as the field represen
tative of its teacher-training program;
each had wide active contacts with State
and Federal public service agencies that
were anxious to render any possible as
sistance; and each had a healthy inter
est in educational pioneerino-. Too,
Bishop had its C. 0. Rogers; and Texas,
i.ts E. E. Neal.
The selection of the two participating

Mrs. Ada Yerwood, Associate In Health Education, Texas Tuberculosis Association,
Austin, Texas.
Mrs. Yerwood conducted the Eighth Cooperative Community Education Workshop at
Bishop College, June 6-July 9. She was loaned to Bishop by the Texas Tuberculosis Association
during the months of June and July to give full time to the direction of that project and the
publication of its report.

rural schools was no less significant in
leadership, ideals, program, etc. They
were the counterparts of the two col
leges with which they were affiliated in
a common educational adventure. Rufus
Anderson was the Principal at Karnack
and Jody Phillips at Jackson. Their edu
cational leadership was characterized by
rare social vision, the ability to gear
education into life, and the social tech
niques for converting rural schools into
centers of vital community interest and
influence.
Life-Centered Program
The program of the Workshop was
life-centered. Prominence was given
specific local school- community condi
tions and problems as they were revealed
in surveys that were made that Spring
by in-service and in-training teachers
in the participating schools (2) and
Colleges (2), respectively; and the Spring
fact-finders became the Summer workshop enrollees.

The comprehensive questionnaire that
was adopted for use in making the sur
veys had been prepared and used pre
viously by Texas Jeanes Teachers, under
the supervision of the Texas State De
partment of Education. It was designed
especially for rural East Texas; and was
basic and realistic in its inquiries touch
ing the major phases of community life
in this area: " I. The Family," "II. The
Farm," "111. The Home," "IV. The
Church-Religious Life," "V. The Garden,"
"VI. The Orchard," "VII. Livestock and
Food Supply," and "VIII. Future Farm
ers."
In its provision of current supple
mentary curricular materials, the work
shop assumed a unique character: a dy
namic meaningfulness that is basic in
creative as well as functional education
It was an impressive concrete demon
stration of associating learning with life,
in contrast to the traditional pursuit
of conventional education in "isolation
• Turn to Page 13
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ECHOS FROM THE AMERICAN
TEACHERS ASSOCIATION
ELLIE A. WALLS, President
The American Teachers Association
met at Wilberforce State College July
31-August 2. Of the 221 delegates in
attendance, 68 were from Alabama, 6
from Arkansas, 2 from Delaware, 10
from the District of Columbia, 3 from
F lorida, 7 from Georgia, 1 from Illinois,
2 from Indiana, 6 from Kentucky, 1 from
Louisiana, 8 from Maryland, 2 from
Massachusetts, 3 from Mississippi, 4
from Missouri, 8 from New Jersey, 2
from New York, 5 from North Carolina,
31 from Ohio, 1 from Oklahoma, 7 from
Pennsylvania, 7 from South Carolina,
19 from Tennessee, 3 from Texas, 6 from
Virginia, and 9 from West Virginia.
There were 14 college presidents in at
tendance, namely: W. H. Dinkins of Sel
ma University; J. F. Drake, Alabama
A&M ; H. Councill Trenholm of Alabama
State College; Lawrence A. Davis of
Arkansas A. M. & N. College; Miles W.
Connor of Coppin Teachers College;
Martin E. Jenkins, Morgan State College:
W. Milan Davis of Okolona College,
Ruth Harris of Stowe College, F. D.
Bluford of North Carolina A. & T. Col
lege; Charles H. Wesley, Wilberforce
State College; G. L. Harrison, Langston
University; H. M. Bonds, Lincoln (Pa.)
University; R. O'Hara Lanier, Texas
State University; and Richard I. Mc
Kinney, Storer College.
The total membership of the year up
to Tuesday, August 2 (year 1948-1949)
was 13,195. The ten states having the
largest enrollment were:
Alabama ........................................ 665
Maryland ......................................1,516
Mississippi .................................... 922
Tennessee ...................................... 881
Georgia ........................................ 738
West Virginia ................ ............ 666
Virginia .......................................... 42
South Carolina ............................ 504
Arkansas ...................................... 457
North Carolina ............................ 304
Nine presidents and six executive secretaries of state teachers associations
attended the ATA convention. The pres
ident s were: Robert C. Johnson of Ala
bama; J. H. White, Arkansas; R. J.
Martin, Georgia; Whitney Young, Ken
tucky; Elmer T. Hawkins of Maryland;
W. Milan Davis, Mississippi; Mrs. Ca
milla R. Lockwood, New Jersey; G. A.
Key, Tennessee; and Ellie A. Walls,
TWELVE

Texas.
The executive secretaries were: R. C.
Hatch, Alabama; Miss Elizabeth Brown,
Maryland; W. L. Greene, North Caro
lina; George W. Gorman, Tennessee; J.
Rupert Picott, Virginia; and Miss Myra
E. Fairfax of West Virginia.
Departmental meetings were had in
Psychology and Guidance, Elementary
Education, High School Education, Au
dio-Visual Education, Adult Education,
Rural Life Activities, State Association
Officers, Health and Physical Education,
Music, Fine Arts; Business Education,
Industrial and Trade Education, Home
Economics and College Education.
In addition to listening to inspirational
and informational speeches reports of
committees, and summaries of profes
sional participation, the delegates as
sembly endorsed S 246 which contains
certain minimum safeguards against dis
crimination in the disbursement of fed
eral aid to education funds in states
requiring segregated schools for Ne
groes (safeguards) which are not pro
vided in the Barden Bill H. R. 4643. The
endorsement was sent to the Speaker of
the House, the Majority Floor Leader,
and the President of the United States.
The closing address of the convention
made by Dr. Rayford W. Logan, Chair
man of the Department of History,
Howard University on the subject "Some
Aspects of the International Scene," was
most illuminating as to conditions in
Africa. Wages are as low as twenty cents
a day in Africa and working conditions
are far below what is desirable.
All of the speakers emphasized the
necessity for preparation for the inte
gration which is going forward slowly,
but surely.
Mr. Jas. Albright of the Veterans Ad
ministration said that between January
1st and July 1st, 1950, 18 millions of
dollars are to be refunded to Negro
veterans of World War II from the
actuarial department, whether or not
their insurance policies have lapsed. Re
funds will range from $1.00 to $400; the
average sum will be about $150. Teach
ers are asked to acquaint veterans with
this matter everywhere.
Dr. Caliver of the U. S. Department
of Education regretted the fact that
certain library services and Audio-Visual

Aids availabde for use are not asked
for by us.
Officers elected for 1950 are: Dr.
George W. Gore, Jr., Tennessee A. & I.
College, Nashville, President; Dr. R. C.
Hatch, Alabama State College, Mont
gomery, Vice-President; H. Councill
Trenholm, Alabama State College, Exec
utive Secretary; Dr. Howard H. Long,
Wilberforce State College, Treasurer.
Members of the Executive Committee
elected were C. L. Harper of Georgia
and J. H. White of Arkansas. New mem
bers of the Trustee Board are Mrs. Eva
Batey of New Jersey and Dr. Jos. F.
Drake, Alabama.
Regional Vice-Presidents are:
Region I. W. Milan Davis, Okolona
College, Mississippi.
Region II. J. T. Brooks, Alabama State
College, Montgomery.
Region III. G. A. Anderson, Florence,
South Carolina.
Region IV. C. E. Rochelle, Lincoln High
School, Indiana.
Region V. Elmer Hawkins, Garnett
School, Maryland.
Region VI. George W. Reeves, Prairie
View College, Texas.
The place for next year's meeting is
to be decided by the Executive Commit
tee. Regions I and VI were. mentioned.

Huntsville ?lews
• Continued from Page 10

Mrs. Pauline Watkins Campbell, Su
pervisor of Huntsville Independent Dis
trict, served as Associate Professor of
Education at the Texas State University.
She has also spent a pleasant vacation
with members of her family at LaMar
que, Galveston and Houston.
Hrs. Lovie M. Watkins, dietician, Sam
Houston High School, attended a work
shop for school cafeteria supervisors,
held at Prairie View A. and M. College,
August 22-24.
Many physical improvements have
been made at the Sam Houston High
School during the summer. Among them
are: additional work on the new gym
nasium, a new three-room elementary
classroom annex, and cement walks to
all buildings on the campus.
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History Repeated

By F. R. RICE

The second Cooperative Community
Education Workshop was conducted at
Sabine Farms Community Center with
Bishop as the host college, and Texas,
Prairie View and Wiley associated in its
sponsorship. Subsequently it has grown
as it has rotated among the participating
institutions; in 1944, it visited Prairie
View; in 1945, Wiley; in 1946, Texas;
in 1947, Samuel Huston; in 1948, Tillot
son. It is yet to visit our youngest par
ticipating institution: Texas State Uni
versity for Negroes. The General Educa
tion Board, the Texas State Tuberculosis
Association, the Hogg Foundation, the
State Department of Education, the Uni
versity of Texas, and several other State
and Federal agencies have rendered val
uable assistance.
In returning to Bishop this Summer,
in a restricted sense history is repeated.
In this observation, reservation is made
for its significant growth, during- the
years that have intervened. In the be~in
ning it was a dynamic idea-a hope.
Today it is an institution: a cooperative,
the like of which ic:: not to be found else
where in "Negro Education."

Whatever the title of your local edu
cation association, whether called Class
room Teachers, Faculty Club, Teachers
Council, Educational Association or any
other name, it is the foundation upon
which every other endeavor of the organ
ized profession must rest. Affiliation of
local associations with state associations
(if provisions are made for such) and
with the National Education Associa
tion is an important step which every
local education association should take.
Affiliation strengthens the local associ
ation by value of service received and at
the same time it strengthens the state
and national associations.

II. THE EIGHTH ANNUAL SESSION

A local · education association or teach
ers organization within a state which af
filiates with the NEA is entitled to elect
one delegate and one alternate to the
Representative Assembly for each 100 of
its members, or major fraction thereof,
who are also members of the national As
sociation. These delegates are designated
local delegates. Annual affiliations dues
of local associations are $5.00, except in
areas with 100 percent NEA member
ship in the administrative unit, which
pay no fee. There are now seventy (70)
county and city local groups affiliated
with the NEA in Texas. Only two of
these are Ne~o organizations-the San
Antonio Teachers Council, Negro Divi
sion, affiliated in 1939 and the Austin
Colored Teachers Association, affiliated
in 1945.

follow through intelligently with our
NEA Integration Program in organiz
ing local associations and joining state
and national associations. I think this
t.vpe of leadership is implied in the
''Beatitudes of a Leader." The a ut hor is
unkn()wn.
B EATITUDES OF A LEADER
BLESSED is the leader who has not
sought the high places, but who has been
drafted into service becaus~ of his abili
ty and willingness to serve.
BLESSED is the leader who knows he is
going, why he is going, and how to get
there.
BLESSED is the leader who knows no
discouragement, who presents no a libi.
DLESSED is the leader who knows how
t o lead without being dictatorial; true
leaders are humble.
DJ -ESSED is the leader who seeks for
1he best for those he serves.

BLESSED is the leader who leads for
the good of the most concerned, and not
for the personal gratification of his
ideas.
BLESSED is the leader who develops
leaders while leading.
BLESSED is the leader who marches
with the groups, interprets correctly the
signs in the pathway that leads to
success.

The nature of the Workshop as a co
operative movement in Texas education
is set forth fully in the 50-page report
of its eighth annual five-week Summer
session, which was released August 1.
The program consisted of (1) seminars
on the Fundamentals of School Adminis
tration, Modern Practices In Elementary
Education, and Methods and Materials
In Health Education; (2) A Mental Hy
giene Conference; ( 3) Area Reports on
<a) Health and Family Welfare, (b)
Human Development, (c) Administra
tion, (d) Trends in Teaching Techniques,
(e) Inter-cultural Relations, (f) Com
Munity Organization, and (g) Economic
Security; (4) Special Report on Health
Edu<'ation; ( 5) Sub-Workshop Activities
in Art, Recreation, and Music; (6) Field
Trips; (7) Intimate fellowship through
committee organizations, meals, and dor
mitory arrangements; (8) a capable staff
of consultants representing each of the
participating institutions; and (9) a ros
ter of twenty-one (21) gues+. lecturers:

All evidences indicate that we must
have dynamic leadership if we are to

BLESSED is the leader who considers
leadership an opportunity for service.

Miss Clari,.e Griffin-Crafts.
W. Ast or Kirk-Tillotson College.
Mrs. J. M. Naves-Bishop College.
Mrs. L. L. Price-Arts in Elementary
School.
Mrs. Charlyn Saunders-Sam Huston
College.
T. E. Thompson-Wiley College.
Mrs. Lena Lou Este1l-Music-Bishop
College.
Ira B. Bryant-Texas State Univer
sity for Negroes.

Health of the Texas Tuberculosis Asso
ciation, Austin, Texas, was retained by
Bishop College to serve as full-time res
ident director. She was loaned to Bishop
by the Texas Tuberculosis Association
for that service during the months of
June and July, thus allowing time after
the workshop to compile and publish
the report.

The Consultants were:
Samuel Campbell-Prairie View A.
& M. College.
Mrs. Rosa Clemons-Texas College.

There were sixty ( 60) in-service teach
~r participants from all sections of the
state.
Mrs. Ada Yerwood, Associate in

BLESSED is the leader who has his head
in the clouds but his feet on the ground.

Dr. J. L. Brown, Assistant Director of
Education for Negroes, State Department
of Education, Austin and Prairie View,
is the Supervising Director of the Work
shop.
The success of the eighth annual
Summer session gives promise of a con
tinuation of the unique project.
THIRTEEN
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lnter-tultural [dncation
pupil, like each teacher, has something
to offer and something to share. The
situation is open for spontaneous partici
pation in an interesting activity."(n)
The primary goal is improved inter
group relationship in the total school
community program.
Or, as Van Til and Giles put it, "the
overall goal of inter-cultural and inter
group education should be the promotion
of undestanding and the practice of the
democartic way of life." So basic is this
purpose to the whole of American educa
·t ion that every individual in every group
should have the opportunity of learning
and living democratic human relation
ships. They assert that the major aims
of inter-cultural and group education
are: (1) to help students feel the need
for a sense of values and to formulate
the values; (2) to foster desirable hu
man relationships in student daily living;
(3 ) to help all majority and minority
groups to participate fully in American
life; ( 4) to better human relations in
the community through educational pro
cedures; (5) to share with young people
the findings of the physical and social
sciences; and (6) to develop critical
thinking.(p)
· All six of these aims constitute de
sirable goals of the social studies. True
it is that many social scientists try to
avoid value judgments. Value formation,
however, has a place in all education
and an indispensable place in inter-cul
tural education. Possibly high school
teachers of sociology, history, civics
ma:y interpret the loyalties and deeds of
n a t i o n s , communities, neighborhoods
classes and groups. As a matter of fact,
what they teach or stimulate tends to
influence many pupils in formfog their
scales of value.
As regards living democratically, ed
ucators can use the school itself as a
laboratory for human relationships. In
the relationships of administrator to his
staff and students, of students to their
classroom, or children to each other, and
the school as a whole to the community
are opportunities for planning and livin 6
democratically. Teachers of social studies
especially should help students acquire
a working knowledge of good behavior,
good citizenship, cooperative work, do
m>cstic and ethnic relationships in such
courses as Social Problems, American
Government, and The Family.
Social Scientists study the participa
t~on of individuals in the group life.
Through field trips, interviews, and case
studies they and their students can parFOURTEEN

ticipate in the common life. To have
classes visit a council meeting, a court
trial, a political or labor meeting, a set
tlement house or even a prison will in
itiate many into the community life.
Or they may contact migrant adults and
children to get as well as give an ele
mentary orientation to American life.
Immigrant families encounter difficult
moral standards and new folkways in
buying, playing, working, voting or join
ing organizations of the community. If
administrators, social scientists and stu
dents become somewhat meticulous about
this acculturation process, they may
help prevent any special arrangements
which the new comers need for becom
in~ "institutionalized into discriminatory
segregation." (q)
In many schools units or courses in so
r.ial organization, community organiza
tion, community recreation lend them
selves both to objective study and partic
ipant observation. The school should
be a community center throug-h educa
tional pro"edures. In f11,.t "this kind of
education is a failure unless it produces
changes in the people who make un the
C'omm1mitv. The truest evaluation of the
effediveness of an inter-C'ultural oro
s:rrarn is what it noes in helnino- to r.reate
~oo-i living- in the community."(r)
On the other hand the scientific spirit
;n1d tl-,e S"ientific fl'lethod p1av he em
ploved. Teachers. advanced students and
social asrencies may aid the slow accum1.1latinn of facts thro11~h library researr.h,
field trios. i:wientific survevs. rnaopin~
Nnv1m11nitv deve]onments. C'Omnili11cr ::i,11t.horitativc data. These scientific findin~
~honlcl l>e shared t.hrous:rh forums. de
hates. the press, the radio and audio
vh~ual devices.
Inter-group education is sharing- the
finding-s of the social and nhvsir.al
sC'ienres on inter-cultural relations as
well as experienres of daily livin~ that
reveal basir similarities as well aR dif
ferenre~. When they ]earn from physi
cal :-nd r.nltural anthropologists the
Rr.ientific data on race, on culture, on pre
judire and stereotyning-, on human per
sonality, they exhibit intelligent concern
about racial or national tensions, about
stratifications and employment., about
realth, honsing, recreational and educa
tional facilities for minority groupi- .
Shared knowledge arising out of sharerl
experiences in <'ommon problems tend
to result in desirable social action pro
grams to achieve social justice.
Finally, Social Scientists in each school
are interested likewise in the habit of
critical thought. In fact, it is one of the
aims of every course they teach. As they
develop objective, critical thinking about

social phenomena and group relation
ships, they help realize the final aim of
intercultural education. Often have they
found a lack of critical thinking at the
base of many problems of group relation
ships. In too many instances have they
observed loose generalizations about a
cultural group, especially the stereotype,
mistaken for reality, crystallized into
policy or enacted into law. Those trained
in inter-cultural education from the ac
cumulated evidence can teach th~ nature
of proof and help students think clearly
through many controversial matters.
All of these aims require the long
view. Intercultural education cannot be
hurried. Nor can it be carried on spas
modically. The struggle for democratic
relationships among young Americans
of varied cultures may prove to be long
and strenuous . . . Ignorance, bigotry,
intolerance, group hatred, are enemies to
democratic human relations and do not
yield easily, quickly or permanently.
Creating unity and understanding
among the religious, racial, ethnic and
economic groups of our local, national
and global community is the unfinished
task of our schools and other enlightened
institutions. The teachers of social stu
dies can play a uniqne role in trying
to develop youn~ Americans who can
live together harmoniously in a nation
and world built hv persons of all creeds,
classes, races, and nationalities.

IV. Some Inter-Cultural Practices in
Elementary and Secondary Schools
What are schools doing? Some promis
ing inter-cultural practices in the social
studies have been in a number of schools
at different teaching--Jearning- levels.
Classes in social studies are being us~.4
constantly for the improvement of hu
man relationships. In fact, administra
tors, teachers, students and citizens at
large are now quick to recognize that
classes in social studies can be an inter
cultural education c1ass almost daily.
Some Approaches to Inter-Cultural

Education
The promising practices in intercul
tural education are not easily classified
because the social studies vary so great
ly in content and organization. However,
teachers usually make use of three ap
proaches: ( 1) tr.~ incidental approach,
in which the inspiration of the moment
or a matter of specific immediate inter
est provides the point of departure for
inter-cultural teaching: (2) the pervasive
approach in which emphasis throughout
the social studies program places human
relationships in the common stream of
all social studies teaching; and (3) speci-

' .,
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fie units of study which focus attention
on significant topics, issues or prob
lems. (s)
Various Vehicles in the Social Studies for
Inter-Cultural Education

'

'

The vehicle for most social studies
teaching today on the secondary level is
the highly organized course, such as
civics, human geography, problems of
democracy, world history, social prob
lems. The aims, content, and activities
of these standard courses are being stud
ied to discover how human relationships
might be stressed, without sacrificing
either scholarship or socially desirable
attitudes and behavior patterns.
"All of us have laughed at the two
birds who were flying backwards in order
to see where they had been. Yet it
seldom seemed humorous . . . to have
children proceed through schools
'walking backwards into the future.'
This is not to deny the value the past
may have for present problems of
living; it is to suggest that the accum
ulated wisdom of the race has more
worth if drawn upon for use by per
sons oriented in their modern world."
Many schools are preparing their stu
dents for inter-cultural education and
living by one or several of the following
ways: _( t)
(1) living in the news present, borne
out of the realization that the
world is closely linked by radio
and airplane and events march so
quickly that people believe their
fate is tied to su_c h events;
(2) understanding air-age geography
whose new maps, projections,
terms and meanings make changes
in our thinking and acting about
the world, other countries, peoples,
products and relationships;
(4) teaching in the Here-and-Now
emphasizing that the accumulated
wisdom of the race becomes more
significant when drawn upon by
individuals oriented to their world
of today;

·c

"

(4) the community-centered school in
which the community today grows
from one's local neighborhood to
the young citizens' tnwn, country,
state, nation and world.
Even when textbooks are kept up to
date with the latest bulletins, radio pro
grams and other audio-visual aids, some
schools teach social or inter-group living
through continuing units. Below is a
control chart whereby teacher-pupil plan
ning gives goals of social education a
systematic development.

Chart 1.

CONTROL CHART FOR DEVELOPING SOCIAL LIVING
Sep. Oct. , Nov. , Dec. , Jan. Feb. I Mar . Apr . May Jun.

Social Living Areas
News of the World
Transportation in
the News
Communication in
the News
Geography in
the News
Industries in
the News
People in
the News
Conservation in
the News
Science News
Home & Community
Life in the News
Health and
Safety News
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Assign letters to each area as class groups are selected. Follow each letter with
/. to represent that culminating activity is ready for presentation, and x when the
activity has been presented to the group.
Selected Practices in Elementary
Schools
Inter-cultural education practices in
the social studies on the elementary level
may be described and characterized under
approaches, courses, concepts and objec
tives.
Teachers testify that in the elementary
grade the persuasive approach pro\res
most holpful. Pre-school children have
few prejudices. Many children enter the
elementary school without clearly defin
ed prejduces. Parents and older pers.ons
express prejudices against persons of
different color, race, or creed, or custom
or condition and children absorb them
easily. It is therefore advisable for teach
ers and administrators to begin teach
ing inter-group education at the earliest
stage in children's school experience.
Their purpose is to meet prejudices be
fore they actually materialize with good
working relationships with varied per
sons and groups. They feature similar
ities, not differences. They point out
people close to the children's daily Jives
to establish associations and quicken
reactions. As pupils move from the pri
mary to the middle elementary grades,
successful teachers seek a more positive
development of each child's understand
ing- of the world.
The schools of N ewark, New Jersey,
for example, hope to establish attitudes
basic to an understanding- of the bro
therhood of man by the time the child
has completed the fourth grade. This
aim r.an be re~ched, the super intendent
warns, "only if we emphasize the simi
larities among peoples as well as dis
similarities and supply accurate infoi:..,.

mation instead of creating the impression
that all the Dutch wear _wooden shoes
and that all Eskimos live in igloos.(u )
With keen understanding he urges that
"textbooks and children's literature
should be carefully scrutinized for fal
lacious statements." When the pupils
reach the fifth and sixth grades, they
a re equipped to face differences in hu
man beings and to realize that "differ
ent" does not mean queer, inferior, un
~ivilized, or primitive.
Teachers in such schools are among
the best prepared in science, social stu
dies, language arts, handicraft, child
psychology and the methods of teaching
the rapid learners children usually are.
Those who use Education Today follow
to some extent Chart II. in selecting and
presenting curriculum areas. In Grade 1
they emphasize learning to live effec
tively in the family and in the school
by providing experiences with people,
places, nature, events. They condition
the formation of desirable social con
cepts and positive behavior patterns.
After the child senses how the famil y
secures food, shelter, clot hing, recrea
tion he comes to learn in Grade 2··how t o
Jive in his immediate neighborho.od. He
begins to understand his dependence
upon the work of his neighbors-the
milkman, the farme r;· the bus dr iver, the
doctor. In Grade 3 he learns 'to' live in
an expanding . communit y by followin cr
the flow of goods into the · home; t h e
role of highways, r ailways and ·a irways
in supplying his needs; and the customs
which ca me to him from ..afar . In Grade
4, 5 and 6 the good teacher helps the
child understand human living in other
FIFTEEN
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Chart II. Curriculum Areas in Social Studies* and Science
NEEDS OF SOCIAL
LIVING

Grade 1

Transportation, Tra•eL
and Communication

101-Travel
112-Trains Today
113-Airplanes

215-Travel in
the City

304-Our Transportation
309-Boats

403-Pioneering
in Aviation
405-Pioneering
in Ways
of Travel
406-Pioneering
in Communication

SOS-America's
Transportation

602-Travel in
Latin
America
610-Telephone
& Telegraph

Food. Clothing.
Shelter

109-Qur Houses
114-The Grocery
Store
115-The Bakery

203-Mllk
204-Plants That
Give Us
Food
205--Clothes
210-Cowboys

301-Our Food
302-0ur Clothing
303-0ur Shelter
311-Wool
312-Sugar

402-Pioneering
in Agriculture
415-Story of
Agriculture

502-Our Land
of Farms

603-Foods from
Latin
America
608-Fisheries

Protection and Con""atlon of Life.
Property. and
Natural Resources

102-Policemen
103-Firemen
111-Our School

214-People Who
Work for Us

305-0ur Health
and Safety

401-Pioneering
in Science
402-Pioneering
in Agriculture

501-0ur Land
of Plenty
502-Our Land
of Farms

607-Lumber
608-Fisheries

Recreation

107-Pets
108-The Circus

501-0ur Land
of Plenty
506-America's
Opportunities

605-Exploring
Latin
America
606--Sports of
Latin
America

Grade 2

Grade 3

Grade 4

306-America's
Holidays

Grade 5

Grade 6

Peoples of Today
and Other Times

201- Early Man
and Animals
202-Pueblo
Indians

310-Navajo
Indians
313-Plains
Indians

411-Norway and
Sweden
413-Switzerland

503-0ur Land
of Cities
506-America's
Opportunities
!-07-Knighthood
i08-Early
Explorers
509-Winning
the West

601-Peoples of
Latin
America
604-Latin
American
Heroes
612- Pioneer Life

Production and
Consumption of
Goods and Semces

212-Markets
213-Life on
the Farm

:108-Story of Coal
314-Truck Farms

401-Pioneering
in Science
404-Pioneerlng
in Industry

504-0ur Land
of Machines
506--America's
Opportunities

607-Lumber
611-lron & Steel
613-Mining

206--Man's Animal Helpers
207-Where
Animals
Live
209-Life in
the Sea

307-Protection
in Nature
315-What
Animals Eat

407- Trees
408-Bees & Ants
409-Insects
410-Color
Protection
412-Fish

512-Balance
in Nature
513-How Plants
Multiply
514- Early Life
on the
Earth

603-Foods from
Latin
America
605-Exploring
Latin
America

414-Electriclty
and Magnets

510-The
Weather
511-The Solar
System
515-A"r

614-Sound
615-The Earth

401-P;oneerin~
in Science

504-Our Land
of Machines

609-Inventions

Plant and
Animal LUe

104-Seeds
105-Animal
Families
106--Blrds and
Their Babies
110-How Animals Travel

The Earth and
Its Forces

211-Sun,
Moon, Stars

lnYentionsScience at Work

208-Simple
Machines

:l02-0ur Clothing
304-0ur Transportation

(w) Based on Social Education: Curriculum Series No. 4, The National Council of Social Studies, 1201 Sixteenth StrePt Northwest, Washington.
D . C., and Redirecting Science Teachlng in the Light of Personal-Social Needs, American Council of Science Teachers, 1201 Sixteenth Street North

west, Washington, D . C.

areas and eras and to emphasize the
inter-relationships and inter-dependence
upon others even in building his own
country.
Such pupils will have moved from one
place to another or they ";ll have had
direct experiences with others in travel,
and indirect experiences through the
press, the screen, or art forms.
In this stage such objectives as the fol
lowing can be realized; (a) bringing
together all the concepts of the neces
sity of man's working together toward

some common goal such as the welfare
of the human race; (b) teaching respect
and appreciation for the dignity of labor,
or national backgrounds, and for con
tributions toward human welfare; (c)
acquainting the child with the human
and geographical elements which deter
mine the kind of people we are, (d))
showing the inter-dependence of peoples
all over the world through the study
of environment, trade, transportation,
and communication, (e) demonstrating
the migrations of peoples throughout

the world and how they are influenced
by environment; (f)) developing the
ability to gather a variety of materials
on a given subject and to evaluate them
critically or sympathetically.
Wherever the total program has some
what prepared the pupil to think rather
than memorize, pupils tend to appre
ciate: (a) man and his environment and
the way he lives, works, feels, thinks;
(b) the methods by which various regions
of the world support one another; (c)
the races of mankind; and their contri-
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butions to the industrial and cultural
development of the countries in which
they settled; and (d) World History,
global geography, showing air power
makes all the peoples of the world neigh
bors.
When such pupils drop out of school,
they are better prepared to make healthy
adaptions to their environment and to
continue their education through inform
al channels. Those who advance into and
through the junior and senior high
schools seek and secure wider experi
ences to reinforce their inter-cultural
participation and understanding.
Finally in Chart 4 I have tried to
depict the Social Studies Program in
terms of the total functioning of the
growing child, the prepared teacher, the
Educative and socializing processes and
the areas of institutional setting and
control. Into it the teacher employing the
techniques and concepts of inter-cultural
education may add from his deeper
growth and socio-economic competence
in the expanding community.

. ,,

IV. Inter-Cultural Education and Social
Change
Teachers who toil among minority
groups are forever faced with social lags
and social change. Their pupils may be
a step or two behind other pupils for
whom better P.ducational facilities have
been provided. But these teachers have
recorded and reflected dissatisfaction
and restlessness, a desire to belong, to
participate, to win recognition, approval,
reward, security. Active pupil discontent
with the inadequaties and inequities
that accompany segregation or discrimi
nation has created everywhere a state
of extreme urgency.
The inequalities exist as between re
gions of the country, as between the
states, as between rural and urban com
munities, as between Negroes, Indians,
Mexicans and whites, and as between
various classes within the same city or
town or school district. Among the na
tion's underprivileged children there is
less and less inclination to wait until
the magic of "gradualism" accomplishes
equalization or even marked improve
ment. Democracy's children are demand
ing equality and intergration here and
now. They are crowding all doors to
education and economic opportunity and
it is becoming more difficult to under
stand why distinctions still are being
made in spending so unevenly t he tax
dollar.
Conscious as they are of certain differ
ences, they are more aware of their close
cultural unity and similarity. They pose

s T A N b A il b -------.....;;....:...---~
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Chart m. Fitting Current Social Studies Books into the
Curriculum
CONTENTS
Each book checked against curriculum trends
and studies. An X on the chart means usefullness of content in that course or subject.

SOCIAL STUDIES COURSES GIVEN IN
JUNIOR AND SENIOR HIGH SCHOOLS

1. The United Nations-A Handbook of the U. N.

Com'ity
Civics

Working Toward a Better World-The Economic and Social Council

X

I

World
Geog.

World
History

X

X

I u. s.

Prob. of

History

I

X

I

X

Dem.

I

X

I

X

-

Protectin~ Colonial Peoples-The Trusteeship
Council

X

X

X

Expert Help for the U . N .-Agencies That Help

X

X

X

X

X

Charter of the United Nations Organizations

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

World Changes Bring New Study of
Geography

X

X

X

The New Asia

X

X

X

Africa-Once the Unknown Continent

X

X

The British Commonwealth of Nations

X

X

The Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

X

X

The Pan-American Nations

X

X

X

Our One World

X

X

X

X

X

X

2. Today's Geography of the World-A Geography Book to Understand World Problems
Experiments in World Cooperation

-

3. Today"s Civics-A Last Chapter for Civics
Books
War Changes the Lives of People

X

The World"s National Governments

X

The United Nations

X

More International Cooperation

X

Husbanding Our Resources

X

X

Control of Atomic Energy

X

X

America Needs Housing

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Social and Health Security

X

·x

X

Transportation and Communication

X

X

X

X

X

X

I

(x) Condensed from Chart in Education Today, Bulletin No. 4.

a problem of "high opportunity and
grave danger,"(y) "Their parentage and
heritage, their names and their games,
their jobs and their hobbies, their foods,
their fads and their fun, their clothing
and their customs, their songs and their
sayings,· the things about which they
are smug, curious or furious bespeak a

rich cultural diversity"(z) which only a
democracy can afford and dare not de
velop. At the same time, the bonds of
unity that kept these infinitely diverse
groups together in a global war must be
strengthened if peace and progress are
to be achieved. The opportunity is to
harness men's minds and emotions in a
SEVENTEEN
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Chart V. The Social Studies Program in Perspective
The Growing

Child

I\ Prepared and

Concerned
Teacher

Educative
Processes

Vital Social
Processes

Areas or
Institutions

Needs

Professional
Preparation

Manipulating ·

Social Changes
and Social Lags
Immitation

Home

Interests

Sensitiveness to
People, Places
Processes

Playing

Self-discovery
Competition

Neighborhood
School

Wants

Self-Control

Cooperating
Building

Grouping

Church

Habits

Resurcefulness

Planning

Interaction

Town-City

Abilities

Community
Participation

Thinking

Majority Rule

County-State

Skills
Accomplishments

Social and
Global Outlook

Deciding

· Inter-cultural
Relationships

Region-Nation

Appreciations

Democratic
Approach

Democratic and
Democratizing
Activities

Values
Judgment

Concern with
total development of child
in this whole
environment

Social Control

Federal

World Citizenship

World Union

Valuation and
Choice-making

Prepared by S . E. Warren for his Social Science Survey Handbook.

great forward movement for equality
and integration. The danger is that the
frustrations and fears of individuals will
result in greater tension, resentment, re
action, scapegoating and violance. The
latter step means persistent lags and
resistance to change. The former steps
means social change for which science,
technology and the cultural heritage can
equip children and adults to make the
necessary adjustments.
Many of the teachers in touch with
these emergent situations know that the
dangers must not be underestimated and
that the opportunities for immediate,
constructive action must not be avoided.
The proponents of inter-cultural educa
tion are as much aware of the opportun
ities for democratic planning, participa
tion and living for the many as they are
of the dangers and difficulties of demo
cratic reorganization to the few. If any
body on the social scene knows how
deep the roots of intolerance, bigotry
and group hatreds are, they do.
. Rank weeds grow from such roots.
Race riots, programs, and masked rid
ers represent particularly noxious
growths. But far more luxuriant are
the common varieties-discrimination
in employment, whispers over teacups
_and work benches and lunch tables,
. loose generalizations, social snobbery,
EIGHTEEN

mistrust, obstacles to the use of the
ballot, gentlemen's agreements" on real
estate deals, and quota systems."(aa)
The "weed crop" of social antagonism
invades our schools, our churches, our
social agencies, our local communities,
our relations with other nations. From
petty hatreds in the neighborhood to
fights after school, from subtle or violent
remarks addressed to members of dif
ferent nationality, racial or religious
groups to barring them from job or pro
fessional opportunities this "weed crop"
grows into pernicious bi-racial or multi
ingual systems that may divide and de
stroy democracy from within.
On the other hand, those who favor a
democratic America and a democratic
world realize that such ugly weed
growths must be eliminated before demo
cratic human relations can take place
on a large scale. Because they realize
that education alone cannot change un
desirable patterns of group relation
ships in the United, they participate in
constructive social movements. However
they know _that inter-cultural education
helps to develop in persons the know
ledge, habits and will to work with
other forces for good human relation
ship~.
As Van Til and Giles put it, they re
gard the . school .as .a microcosm in which

to develop sharing in policy making,
joint planning, and desirable organiza
tion for good citizenship" (bb) . In that
setting inter-cultural education and the
social sciences play a paramount role.
Chart IV. shows how such pupils are
helped to grasp, and apply concepts. The
teacher helps them more progressively
from the broad base of direct experience
to the mastery of abstract concepts which
describe or summarize them.
Finally, inter-cultural education may
pervade every field of study and every
class room or community activity. Good
human relations may be developed along
with sound scholarship and noble char
acter and training. Teaching under seg
regated conditions presents a greater
challenge and imposed a much heavier
responsibility upon legislatures, courts
executives, school boards, administrators,
faculties and students for developing
good relationships for the other areas
and activities of living.
The Advisory Commission of the Coun
cil on Social Studies urges that "racial,
religious, ethnic and socio-economic ten
tions must be reduced by understanding,
unity and respect for individual person
ality." For that task the Commission
suggests both weapons and strategy.
In fact, it mobilizes three "big ideas"
behind the drive for inter-cultural edu
cation; namely (1) the democratic way
of life; (2) the religious tradition of
western culture; and (3) the findings
of scientific inquiry. The democratic
way of living, in its creedal or function
ing aspects, involves a respect for per
sonality, working together for common
purposes, the elimination of discrimi
nating practices in the home, school,
church, industry, state and international
organizations and the solution of com
mon problems by means of intelligence.
Furthermore, the idea of religion is
based upon the fundamental concept of
the fatherhood of God and the brother
hood of man. God can hardly be expected
to maintain a "Jim Crow" heaven.
Finally, the idea of science makes
ne~essary the revision of existing ideas
of race and human behavior. Scientists
and Social Scientists turn today to scien
tific inquiry for factual foundation upon
which to base policy, law and conduct.
Van Til and Giles conclude that accumu
lating evidence testifies that "racism is
rot and that stereotyping is simplemind
edness."
From these accepted sources school
and community leaders can stimulate,
support and operate school and com
munity organizations democratically.

J
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such imputes; for example, (1) schools
in Detroit each have their own Inter
cultural Education Committee which
sponsors good action in every building
and shares ideas with a central co-ordi
nation body; (2) the city of Santa Bar
bara, California, has long record of
achievement in presenting contributions
of regional cultures and of school work
devoted to human understanding; (3) the
schools of Cincinnati devote an issue of
the system's magazine each to inter-cul
tural developments and to insights which
should be shared by all; (4) the teachers
of Philadelphia observe each others' prac
tices and share ideas in a Conference
on Living Together in our Schools in
These Days;" (5) Gary, Indiana, holds
meeting of all administrators and of rep
resentative teachers during school hours
to consider what can be done to better
human relationships in the complex so
cial patterns of that city; (6) the teach
ers and administrators of South Bend,
Milwaukee, Pittsburgh, and Cleveland
have decided that their schools need vita]
changes to meet the needs of the major
ities and minorities.
"We in America must live together
harmoniously in our nation. We are im
migrants and the descendants of immi
·g rants, a nation of many religions and
races, and a nation which rejects class
and caste distinction as incompatible
with our way of life. Racist thinking
and scapegoating, the fomenting of
divided loyalties, the accepting of stere
otypes about supposed herditary super
forities or groups, are consonant neither
with our democratic way of life nor with
the scientific findings of our anthrop
ologists and psychologists. As part of a
societal attack on the economic and
psychological roots of inter-group hos
tility inter-cultural education in the
schools can make a contribution.
With Chao Pu-hsia, let us say "We
educators must not be satisfied with the
schools as our own special roncentration
camps; we must go out to the family
and the church, use motion pictures,
broadcasting systems, and periodicals,
and take advantage of any and every
Jife situation for edu,.ational purposes.
We must look beyond the campuses and
onto the horizons. The whole of society
should be the school, and the whole of
life the curriculum. Heaven will be the
ceilin ~ of the new schoolhouse, and the
good earth the floor."
This, teachers of Texas, is your task
-and what a challenge it is.! To let
the culture purpose dominate your teach
ing is to draw out the abilities of your
pupils, to develop their skills, to improve

Chart IV. The Cone of Experience

dl
~
Visual
Symbols

~

Radio-Recordings
Still Pictures

~:il

~

Motion Pictures

Exhibits

~

Field Trips

~

Demonstrations

~

Dramatic Participation

Contrived Experiences

~

Direct, Purposeful Experiences
(cc) See Dale Russell's Audio-Visual Methods in Teaching, p . 38, for the very rich an dillum
in'!t ing explanation and illustration of the chart to suit most situations in the teaching-learning
situation.

their relations to classmates and all
other persons in the expanding com
munity, and to assist in the fullest de
velopment of attitudes, conduct and char
acter. Teaching and learning will then
become the instrument for transforming
teacher, and pupil, school and community
for shouldering each responsibility and
enjoying every privilege you are entitl
ed to in your state, your nation and
your world and helping every other
person, whatever his color or creed or
condition or nationality, to do likewise.
(a) Race and Democratic Society, p. 216.

(b) S . E. Warren "Integrating the Social Sci
ences for the Task of Inter-Cultural Educa
tion" The Qu~terly Journal of Higher Ed
ucation Among Negroes, July 1948.
(d) Build Together Americans: Adventures

in Inter-cultural Education, pp. 13-1'._
(e)) Volume I : Establishing the Goals, p . 1. ·
(g)

Dynamics of Education, chapter 1.

(i) Ibid., pp. 6-7.

(j) Ibid.
(1) Democracy's Children: A Practical Approach

to Inter-cultural Education.
(m) Ibid.
( n)

Ibid.

(p) Van Til and Giles, op. cit.
(q) Ibid., p . 16
(s) Education Today.
(t) Towards a New Curriculum
(u) From Education Today, Bulletin 1.
(v) Reports and releases.
(y) Democratic Human Relations, p. 4..
(z) S . E . Warren, Op Ct.

( aa) Democratic Human Relation.

(bb) Op. Ct. p . 6.
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• Continued from Page 9

Beading Guidance
and group).
3. The need to love and to be loved
(Caddie Woodlawn-Lassie Come
Home).
4. The need to achieve-to do some
thing worthy (Heroes-Famous Ne
groes etc.-Florence Nightingale).
5. The need to know: intellectual se
curity (Contribution of Negroes to
American Culture).
6. Play: the need for change ( Recrea
t ional reading).
7. The need for aesthetic satisfaction
(Expressions of the wonder and joy
of life in art, music, dancing, paint
ing, and literature.
To those of you who spend much time
with active, unpoetic, unliterary chil
dren, some of the suggestions offered
must have suggested some painful dis
crepancies between the books children
ought to read and those they actually
read. One principal complains, "Our
children don't read outside of school.
They listen to the radio, or they spend
all their Saturdays and Sundays in the
moving-picture theaters."
Just at present, the cause most fre
quently given for children's desertion of
books is the comic strip. May 8, 1940,
in a stirring broadside in the Chicago
Daily News, Sterling North tried to
rouse parents and teachers to "band
together to break the 'comic' magazine."
In this article entitled "A National Dis
grace," he made the statement that 10
million copies of these magazines were
sold monthly-"sex-horror series, de
pending for their appeal upon mayhem,
murder, torture and abduction, often with
a child as the victim." Since this blazing
invective, which was widely quoted in
schools and churches th:roug-hout the
country, the sale of comic magazines
has doubled. Twenty million copies mon
thly was 0.ne estimate given in 1944, no
doubt an underestimate now. The Amer
ican Scholar, Life, The Atlantic Monthly,
The Journal of Educational Sociology,
The Child Study Magazine, and innum
erable other publications have devoted
many pages and sometimes whole is
sues to the consideration of comics.
(a) Alice Gay Judd.National Education Association Journal, Page 483 November, 1948.
(b) Education Today Notebook Bulletin, "Sup
plementary Reading," Bulletin No. 5, Amer
ican Education Press, Columbus, Ohio.

Meanwhile, readers of the comics in
crease, and devotees become more vehem
ent in their defense.
Comic-strip magnates gravely trace the
history of the comic strip from the drawTWENTY
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ings of the caveman and the hierogly
phics of the Egyptains to the present
day comics like "Superman." They write
about their own wares in terms of art,
literature, and psychiatry.
Since the comic books have attained
such outstanding prominence, it is de
cidedly important to understand their
content and appeal, and to think seriously
about their place in children's reading.
In the last ten or twelve years comic
books have produced a great variety of
characters and many changes in subject
matter. However, certain types have been
classified by the Children's Book Com
mittee of the Child Study Association in
a survey called "Looking at the Comics,"
published in the magazine Child Study,
Summer 1943.
Teachers, perhaps wisdom lies in a
middle course-recognizing the contribu
tion of comic books, making some use
of them, but seeing that children have
also good reading material at their level
of interest and reading skill. Be calm
about them assume a sympathetic atti
tude. Read a few of them yourself so
that you can encourage the better ones
with the prestige of your interest, and
you will find you have a cheerful bond
of conversation with the child.
Considering the content of the comics,
radio, and moving pictures, the most
casual observer is aware of some strik
ing similarities. They often appeal both
to adults and to children and are not
evpurgated or toned down to the level
of juvenile books. Excitement runs high,
action is wild and incessant, adult themes
are developed, adult emotions revealed,
and-thanks to pictures and sound-the
adult language offers no problem to a
child over eight. All this means that
today's children are let in for more ex
citement, more close-ups of the adult
world than any generation ever encount
ered before. They watch lovemaking
that embarrasses adults. They have
looked at war pictures which made adults
sick. They endure suspense that is al
most unbearable. They are used to the
voice of doom threatening dire catas
trophes while the family says "Tcht,
tcht!" and goes on with its dinner. Will
this make today's children more avid of
thrills or more immune to emotion or
more callous and blase? Will they read
less and less ? No one has answered these
questions as yet. We have clues, but what
they point to we are not sure.
And finally, if books are going to meet
the competition of moving pictures, ra
dio serials, and comics, we must find
many that are easy to read, with clear
cut themes and plenty of exciting action.

We must find books which help the
child understand his own world today,
and sometimes books that help him es
cape from today by going back to times
that were simpler and more understand
able. We must find stories as realistic
and homey as a loaf of bread, and others
as fantastic as a marage. Above all, to
balance the speed and confusions of our
modern world, we need to find books
which build strength and steadfastness
in the child, books which develop his
faith in the essential decency and no
bility of life, books which give him a
feeling for the wonder and the goodness
of the universe.

• Continued from Page 3

Highlights
of school districts; (2) in determining
the salaries of county superintendents;
and (3) in determining the accreditation
of school districts.

* * *
Many independent school districts arc
operating on a more adequate basis than
that provided for in the Minimum Foun
dation School Program. Others will attain
that status with the state aid to which
they will be entitled under the terms of
that program. We should bear in mind
that the distribution of available local
school funds, over the above the "min
imum," should comply with the principle
of equal racial participation, "in each
system and between the races," under
the provisions of the State and Federal
Constitutions, even though no specific
reference is made to such participation
in the Gilmer-Aikin Bills.

* * *
The problem of excessive teaching
loads will be reduced and equalized for
the two races. Class sizes will be kept
within the limit of "twenty-five (25)
pupils in average daily attendance." A
school with twenty-six (26) pupils in
average daily attendance will be entitled
to two (2) teachers, according to the
formula.

* * *
The importance of regular punctual
school attendance is emphasized in the
new law. Obviously, there is no point to
maintaining schools beyond the extent of
their actual use.

* * *
The base or minimum salary for teachers with a bachelors Degree is two

I
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hundred sixty-seven ($267.00 dollars per
month or twenty-four hundred three
($2403.00 dollars per year of nine (9)
months; and six ($6.00) dollars per
month or fifty-four ($54.00) dollars per
year of nine (9) months shall be added
for each year of teaching experience,
for a maximum of twelve (12) years.
The base or minimum salary for teach
ers with a Masters Degree shall be two
hundred ninety-two ($292.00) dollars
per month or twenty-six hundred twen
ty-eight dollars ($2628.00) per year of
nine (9) months, and six ($6.00) dollars
per month or fifty-four ($54.00) dollars
per year of nine (9 months shall be add
ed for each year of teaching experienr.P,
for a mixmum of twenty-six (26) years.

Problems Of Guidance In The
Normal Adolescents
DR. DON P. MORRIS,
Director, Community Guidance Clinic,
Dallas, Texas

The most important thing ~1.l:>out ado
lescents, of course, is tha,t they are just

* * *
Provision is made in the new schoo I
laws for teachers and/or others, who
may be "aggrieved by the actions or de
cisions of any board of trustees or board
of education," or their official agents,
to present their grievances to the State
Commissioner of Education, without pre
judicing their right to legal redress.

* * *
There is a rising tide of competition
for teaching positions in Texas. This will
not only implement preparedness, but
inspire corrupt practices in some quar
ters. Teachers who are worthy of their
profession will not condone such prac
tices.

* * *
The fact that the assistance of laymen
and professional school men was resorted
to widely by the Gilmer-Aikin commit
tee, and that the citizenship of the
State is required to invest vast sums in
the new school program, has raised the
level of public interest in education in
Texas. Either that interest will be cul
tivated and channelized through worthy
lay and pr<;>fessional organizations in
the interest of educational progress; or,
through neglect or misdirection, it will
be dissipated in costly apposition to that
progress.

FLASH!
e
0

f

0

FLASH!

Each sectional chairman is request
ed to send the program for sections
in the Colored Teachers State As
sociation. The program should be sent
immediately to the president, Miss
Ellie A. Walls, 2802 Francis Street
Houston.

THEODORE R. Cl~ATMON

Theodore R. Chatmon, who has been
connected with the Houston Public
Schools for 14 y,cars, has been appointed
by the Board of Education of Huston
Public Schools, as principal of the Black
shear Elementary School. Mr. Chatmon
succeeds Mr. W. L. D. Johnson, Sr., who
was retired at the end of the 1948-49
term.
Mr. Chatmon's career as an educator
has been varied and rich. Before coming
to Houston, he was principal of the
Morning Side Elementary School, Mem
phis, for 5 years and principal of the
Broockshire High School. The various
positions held in Houston Public Schools
have been teacher of mathematics in
Harper Junior High School and the prin
cipalship of Luckie Elementry School
and the Brock Elementary School.
Mr. Chatmon is a graduate of Bishop
College and has his Master of Arts de
gree from T-exas State University for
Negroes. He is known for his work in
education and in agriculture throughout
the State. His work in civic and commu
nity affairs is as noteworthy as his
work in education.

human beings like the rest of us. Sub
divisions of people into age categories
of any kind sometimes set them apart
too much. Occasionally such groupings
are necessary but only for emphasis.
Not having valued children enough in
general in our society, we are likely to
under-estimate the importance and value
of the problems which confront the ado
lescent. As we try to help these young
sters with their growth, we must recog
nize not only the immature one, who does
not do enough and needs to be encouraged
to do more, but also the over-mature or
over-responsible type of youngster who
starting with family life has taken on too
much of the load and is likely to do the
same thing in the school room unless we
become aware of his need. This kind
of person needs attention and some of
the freedom of childhood which he is
too likely to miss. The teachers, as we!l
as any other workers with children,
must be increasingly aware of their own
emotional needs and they should not in
terfere with the best development of the
child. For example, it is very common
for a leader to have exaggerated needs
for little ones to be dependent on him.
Some of those who are already over
dependent will adapt too well to this,
but will not be helped in the process of
growing up.
Youngsters react in one of two ways
to insecurity and distress, either inter
nally with anxiety, tension, or shyness
and withdrawal on the one hand; or ex
ternally with more or less anti-social be
havior. Generally we need to alert our
selves a little more to the internal
problems, but in being alerted there is
some danger of going too far and push
ing some of these individuals into so
cial activities. Shy and withdrawn peo
ple may make many strides toward soci
alization if they are allowed to go at a
reasonable pace.
A twelve year old boy was asked what
message he would like to give to a group
of teachers, and said, "Tell them not to
be so aloof." It was suggested to him
that perhaps they needed to keep a dis
tance in order to keep order. He com
mented that this disorder in the class
room was probably a reaction to the un
natural situation of distance between
teacher and pupil. There is certainly
some point, as psychiatric experience
• Tlll'll lo Pa9e 22
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to get a way from the woman they lov-ed.
They go away but interestingly enough
the girl causes much trouble to the two
men who had fallen in love with her.
She is thought to be the illegitimate
daught-er of the father of young Dr.
Greer, one of the men who loves her
a nd whose best friend develops an in
satiable pa ssion for her also. Other fierce
and ruddy characters enter the picture
that gives zip and action t this moving
adventure. Harcourt Brace, $3.50.

Velma

~ -esbit

Stewart

Here is something that gives one who
has been concerned about the type of
A merican novel written during the last
few yea r s new courage. The Brave Bulls
by Tom Lea does just this. It's story is
universal in appeal and one that will
p rove a geless; because it is basically
the story of the race of mankind in his
f ight against fear and of his struggle
in crisis. It is Lui Hello's story, simply
but rnagnanamously told of this bull
fighter and his struggle against fear.
The author surrounds him with a group
of most int-eresting characters. There
is his m istress, that he acquires in an
surging fit of overwhelming passion;
his tough and exacting manager; his
bullfighting brother, the .old man who
ra ises bulls and many other exciting
cha r acters that lend vitality and passion
a t e movement. The story takes place
in that vivacious and colorful country,
Mexico. A Little, Brown puhlication. $3.
Anot her choice but of Americana is
given us in The Good Family by Mc
Kinley Kantor, an unimportant, yet in
t eresting and entertaining novel that
gi ves relief from the gritty fare of
novels of discontent. Martha and Leroy
Bard-en are the main characters. Their
story of ups and down following the
fi rst world war, through the depression
and on through world war II, may be
that of any American family. They suf
f e r many financial and emotional re
Yer ses in their stuggle for "the good
life," for along comes the unwanted
twins, Kit and Kathy-who paradoxical
ly, help in the attainment of "the good
life." Yes these events of everyday
life make interesting and relaxing read
ing Coward-McCann. $2.
Men, here is something that belongs
-especia11y to you-Negley Farson's auto
biographical novel "The Sons of Noah."
It"s full of action, romance and adven
ture. There's plenty of talk of sailboats;
guns, rods and reels and the "wide open
spaces"-a tale of two men who wanted
TWENTY-TWO

And Ladies, we're minrlful of your
special interests too. If you wish to have
peace of mind, do this one in broad open
daylight, when you're foeling "very,
very good," or else you will feel "horrid."
"The Husband" that we're suggesting to
you was written by Natalie Anderson
Scott. She gives us Cassie Harris who
marries Mr. Ebenezer Rawson, a re
spected citizen of the Puritan town
Lansbury, Mass., and the problems she
faces in adjusting to married life in this
town. It's a psychological study, for
Cassie's love for her husband forces her
to a position of almost abject slavery,
for many finincial privations and hard
ships aI'e involved. Living with this
husband of dual personality, who smiles
and smiles, and is yet a villian, her
spirit is almost debased under her de
votion to him. He makes her wholesome
love for him into a morbid obsession,
and her very soul is d•eluged. We don't
wish to depress you, it's worth reading.
E. P . Dutton, $3.

• Continued from Page 21

Problems Of Guidance
has shown, that discipline, by whatever
method administered, is most effective
if it is accompanied with adequate af
fection and warm feeling for the person
concerned.
Many of the difficulties that are
thought of as adolescent crises can be
avoided if we can give more attention
to education in sexual matters and pre
parations for marriage-elements of
everyday living quite as imporant as the
other things that are taught in school.
Children, of course, bring their prob
lems which have developed at home with
them to school. Especially if there has
been a problem over authority, which
usually stems from the relationship
with the father, this then will be pro
jected on the teacher. Then it would
seem important that the teacher herself
not allow her own anger and frustra
tions to be taken out on the pupils. It
is important not to make matters worse.

It is very important to work through
even minor decisions with adolescents.
They are on the threshold where they
are not quite sure whether to be depend
ent on us or independent from us. They
will need our help as a child does but
should participate just as fully in making
a decision as possible and especially
should be left with a sense of participa
tion even greater than the actual facts
warrant.

Mrs. M. L. Patterson, teacher in the
the Lake Como School, Fo1t Worth, was
retired from school work at the end of
the school term 1948-1949. Mrs. Patter
son is a native of Waco and has taught
in the schools of Texas for a number
of years.
M. W. Evans, former principal at Wor
tham, was recently appointed pi'incipal
of the Harris High School, Belton.
Mrs. A. Majors Ward, music t-cacher
in the James E. Guinn School, Fort
Worth, and formerly music teacher at
the I. M. Terrell High School in the
same city, was retired from teaching
s-ervice in June 1949. Mrs. Ward noted
throughout the State for her musical
ability and for the superior training
given many students in music.
Miss Ellie A. Walls, president of the
Colored Teachers State Association, at
tended the meeting of the. American
Teach~rs Association which was held
at Wilberforce University in July.
Mrs. Pauline Watkins Campbell, su
pervisor in the Huntsville Independent
School District, was guest instructor in
education at the Texas State University
for Negroes, Houston, during th~ sum
mer session.
Lafayette B. Williams, a graduate of
Prairie View State College and form
erly a teacher of English and Counsellor
in the I. M. Terrell High School, Fort
Worth, was rec-ently appointed vice
principal of the I. M. Terrell High
School. Mr. Williams succeeds the late
Milton L. Kirkpatrick, who was vice
principal for two years before his death
last February.
Dr. John E. Gooden, principal of Harp
er Junior High School and president of
the Colored Texas State Association in
1946, received his degree Doctor of
Philosophy from the University of
Southern California on July 26, 1949.
The subject of Dr. Goodens disserta
tion is "Negro Participation in Civil
Government with Emphasis on Public
Education in Texas."
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KEY WORKERS AND COLLECTORS OF THE C.T.S.A.
Adams, Mr. E . A., Beaumont
Adams, Mrs. Ester Alton, Beaumont
Adams, Mrs. Theobyrda, Beaumont
Adams, Mr. Wm. P., Galile
Adkinson, Mr. R. A., Weimar
Alexander, Mr. B. R ., Flynn
Alexander, Mr. John, Timpson
Allen, Mr. N. R., Tyler
Allen, Mr. N. A. , Needville
Allen, Mr. Malone, Hawkins
Alton, Mr. A. E ., Texarkana
Alton, Mr. W. I., Brenham
Anderson, Prof., Cuero
Anderson, Mr. A . B., Houston
Anderson, Mr. Edmond C ., Dallas
Ammons, II. Mr. Wm. H ., Sweetwater
Anderson, Mr. v., McGregor
Anders, Prof. A . L., Garland.
Anthony, Mr. Vernon A ., Taylor
Armstrong, Mrs. Albertha, Rusk
Armstrong, Mr. C . G ., Liberty
Asberry, Mrs. Willie, Dallas
Askew, Mr. J. W., Ladonia
Austin, Mr. R. S., Tyler
Aycox, Mrs. Nanie B., Waco
Baker, Mr. J . H., La Parte
Barlow, Mrs. M. K ., Sugarland
Barlow, Mr. B . J ., Beaumont
Batts, Mr. F. D ., Bryan
Batts, Mr. W. M., Crockett
Bastanes. Mrs. A. Roberson, Buffalo
Beckworth, Mr. J . C ., Longview
Bell , Mrs. F. M., Fresno
Berry, Miss Blanch, Huntsville
Becton, Mr. L. M ., Clarkesville
Berry, Mr. B . I., Kerbyville
Bevis, Mr. R. E., Waco
Blocker, Mrs. Nona Mae, Caldwell
Bly, Miss Lizzie J ., Paris
Blocker, Mrs. J . B., LaRue
Blocker, Mr. Gittis, Carthage
Bolden, Mr. C . L ., Corpus Christi
Boyd, Mr. Mitchell D., Sherman
Boutte, Mrs. Libbie P., Houston
Bradford, Mr. Chas. E., Alto
Bradford, Mr. G. W., Rusk
Brembsy, Mr. B . T. W ., Caldwell
Brashear, Mrs. Jimmie T ., Dallas
Brooks, Mrs. F. D . N., Sealey
Brooks, Mrs. C. W., Trenton
Brooks, Mr. E. K., Denison
Birdwell, Mrs. Mary T ., Anderson
Brown, Mrs. Dora F ., Henderson
Brown, Mr. J. B., Goodrich
Bryant, Dr. I. B ., Houston
Burns, Mrs. B . V ., Cuney
Burton, Mr. T. H., Hawkins
Bradley, Mrs. Austine, Benchley
Bradley, Mr. C. O ., Diball
Brown, Mr. D . M., Longview
Brown, Mr. John H ., Troup
Brown, Mrs. Lillie E., Smithville
Brown, Miss Lucile, Bryan's Mills
Butler, Mr. C. C., Anahuac
Butler, Mr. Thomas, Beckville
Calhoun, Mr. T. C., Austin
Carlile, Supt. Shelma, Fairfield
Cameron, Mrs. Bella H., San Antonio
Cai;npbell, Prof. W. B ., Austin
Campbell, Mrs. Pauline, Huntsville
Canada, Mr. John K., Woodville
Caldwell, Mrs. Clara , Canton
Captain, Mr. Avent, New Gulf
Cartwright, Mr. A . 0. G ., Gary
Cavil, Mr. Ben, Conroe
Carter, Mrs. Mary H ., Dallas
Cash, Mr. L.B., Pittsburg
Cawthorn, Miss Edna M., Tyler
Champion, Mr. A. G ., Amarillo

Charlston. Mr . L . C ., Ci>son
Chatham, Mr. R. C ., Houston
Chatham, Mr. T . R .. Houston
Chumley, Mr. Leo B ., Chaice
Clark, Mr. Iris C ., Eagle Lake
Clarke, Mr. R. L ., Waco
Clay, Mr. S . C . B ., San Angelo
Clayborn, Mr. Laurie E ., Forney
Clerner, Mrs. E. E., Dixie
Cole, Mr. T . W., Bryan
Coleman, Mrs. Clara, Allen
Collins, Mr. A . L., Coolidge
Collins, Mr. Travis, Flatonia
Collins, Mr. H. H ., Goliad
Collins, Mrs. Stella M., Houston
Cofield, Mr. R. G., Childress
Codwell, Dr. J. E., Houston
Cotton, Mr. Walter F., Corsican a
Craig, Mr. Delbert, Detroit
Crowe, Mr. Elbert, James
Crawford, Miss Kathleen S ., Richmond
Cunningham, Miss Gladys, College Station
Cunningham, Mr. Jas. R., Houston
Dailey, Mrs. Lula D., Crockett
Daniels, Mr. David, Grand Prairie
Dansby, Mr. C . B., Kilgore
Dansby, Mr. Brook, Cuching
Davenport, Mrs. Theodessa, Velasco
Davenport, Mr. William P ., Hubbard
Davis, Mr. C. L ., Pennington
Davis, Mr. M. B., Jacksonville
Davis, Mrs. Victoria, Carthage
Davis, Mr. Marion, Baytown
Davis, Mr. Thad, Rosser
Dawson, Mr. E. W., Wharton
Dean, Mr. M . Z., Kosse
Dennis, Mrs. Ora Mae, Bronson
Diggs, Mrs. Jessie Lee, Bellville
Diggs, Mrs. Fannie, Bryan
Dixon, Mr. B. L ., Teague

SO ••.Y ou~issed
Your Standard!?
You did not receive a May issue of
THE TEXAS STANDARD, nor will you
receive a September number. Why?
Answer: You failed to notify us of your
change in address.
Houston
Miss Hazel Jackson
Mr. Viggo Wallace
Mrs. W. C. Brandon
Miss Katie M. Caldwell
Mrs. Olive M. Jones
Mrs. Willie Morrison
Beaumont
Mrs. Lottie Hadnott
Mr. Johnnie M. Choice
Miss Eala Cleveland
Dallas
Mrs. Murlean Johnson
Mr. Ellis Warmsley, Jr.
Bryan
Mrs. Lela M. Ellis
Austin
Miss Rebecca Johnson
Lockhart
Mrs. Frances M. Thomas
Greenville
Miss Iris L. James
Galveston
Mrs. S. Munchus Byrd

Dixon. Mrs. Catherine, Bells
Dodson , Mr. E . H ., Naples
Donison, Mr. K. R ., Hempstead
Dorsey, Mr. C. H., Eastland
Douglass, Mr. Bernice P ., Gainesvi lle
Douglass, Mrs. W. M., Jefferson
Downs, Mr. Travis, Marshall
Dunlap, Mr. J . L ., Mt. Vernon
Duval, Mr. D. T., Chapel Hill
Easter, Mrs. Rosalie, Houston
Edwards, Mr. George W., Halletsville
Edmerson, Mrs. F . M., Brackettville
Edmons, Mr. William F., Streetman
Ellison, Mr. M. S ., Schulingburg
Elliott, Mrs. Thelma, Austin
Eanes, Mr. W. L ., Grapeland
Estelle, Mrs. A. B. I., Brenham
Evans, Mr. W. M. Belton
Everhart, Mr. J. L.,Longview
Farris, Supt. J. R., Mexia
Fair, Mr. E . L ., Bastrop
Farris, Mr. H. L ., Montgomery
Farris, Mr . William, La Grange
Fenet, Mr. J . W. Jr., McKinney
Fields, Mr. Harold D., Jacksonville
Flint, Mr. F . A ., Cuney
Forte, Mrs. Labertha, Center
Ford Mr. E . E ., James
Forward, Mr. B. G., Kerbyville
Fountain, Mr. James, Van Alstyne
Franklin, Mrs. Annie B ., DeKalb
Franklin, Mr. E. H ., Eagle Lake
Franklin, Mr. T . C ., Karnack
Frank, Mr. Harvey, Bessmay
Frazier, Mr. M. S. , Denison
Frazier, Prof. J. C ., Silsbee
Flewellyn, Mr. M . F ., Texarkana
Freo, Mr. W. B., Cherena
Gains, Mr. H. L ., Whitehouse
Gates, Mr. S. H ., San Antonio
Gathings, Mrs. C . L ., Taft
Gaynor, Mr. N. W ., Hooks
Gee, Mr. Everett F ., Sweeney
Gibson, Mr. E . L., Forreston
Gill, Mrs. Gladys, Hawkins
Gipson, Mr. A. D ., Teague
Goffrey, Mrs. Charlie Mae, Crockett
Greer, Mrs. Ione Walton. Slaton
Gill, Mr. M. B ., Beaumont
Gilmore, Mr. J. E., Dallas
Gibson , Mrs. Ada V ., Houston
Givens, Mr. T. G., Paris
Goree, Mr. W . H ., Texarkana
Gooden, Mr. J. E .• Houston
Goodacre, Mrs. Christine w., Winona
Goodman, Mrs. Lula B., Houston
Gray, Mrs. Artelia, Nacogdoches
Green, Mr. E. F., Gladewater
Green, Mrs. Cleo E., Gilmer
Greer, 1'4r. E . O., EI Campo
Grice, Mrs. Carrie, Grapeland
Griffin, Mrs. M. G. T ., Tyler
Grifiin, 1'4r. B. S., Crosby
Grigsby, Mrs. Lee H., Houston
Grogan, Mrs. Emmons, Beaumont
Guess, Mrs. Irine, Savoy
Hall, Mr. T. J., Shepherd
Halford, Mr. J . L., Paris
Hammons, Mr. L . C., Overton
Handy, Mr. C. A ., Thornton
Hamilton, Mrs. Lottie M .• Fort Worth
Hare, Miss Lody, Frisco
harnell, Mr. Pete, hrady
Harris, Mr. Joel, Granger
Harris, Mrs. A. L., EI Paso
Harrison, Mr. W. H., Vernon
Hart, Miss o. Vivian , Marshall
Harris, Mr. Margwyn S., Bay City
Harris, Mrs. W D., Abilene
Harrison , Mr. Ii. A., Luling
Handley, Mr. Virgie C ., Rotan
Hayes, Mrs. Gladys, Cuney
Hazley, Mr. Johns Robert, Waelder
Hearn, Mr. R. D., Breckenridge
Henry, Mr. E. H., Eagle Lake
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